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Abstract

The parameters of a rational time-discrete transfer function of a linear

process are to be estimated using an identical model nonlinear-in-the

parameters. The model parameters are adjusted iteratively through the

minimization of a least squares error criterion function. Different

iterative minimization methods are discussed and compared.

The input signal for estimation is analysed and found to have a major

effect on the shape of the error criterion in the parameter space.

The choice of a suitable input signal is simple and practical; this will

result in a desirable shape of the error criterion function avoiding us

a constrained minimization problem and leading to better convergence

properties. The conjugate gradient method is adopted for the minimization

of the error criterion function and found to be much superior to the

steepest descent method.
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Parameter estimation techniques have shown to be of importance for modern

applications in a variety of fields.The vast development and the fine circuits

integration in the fields of computers and digital signal processing made

these techniques available for practical applications.

One such application is in an adaptive loop where the controller parameters

should follow the (relatively slow) changes in the process parameters.This

can be achieved by building an estimation model which is sUbjected to the

same input signal (may be superimposed to the normal operating input to the

process) as the process.Stationary process and model outputs are compared

and the error together with its sensitivity w.r.t. the model parameters are

used to adjust the model parameters as to approach the process parameters.

This scheme is shown in figure (1.1.1.).ln this report,we are concerned with

the parameter estimation problem where the process is assumed to be in a

stable operating condition .If a digital computer is used as a tool for the

estimation of the process parameters,then the input/output observation

samples are used to obtain an estimate for a digitally simulated model.The

equivalent analog parameters can be obtained utilizing a suitable transfor

mation technique.

If the model is linear-in-the-parameters,an explicit relation for the

estimate in terms of the observations is obtainable.
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When the model is nonlinear-in-the-parameters,the estimate is approached

iteratively using "hill climbing" techniques on a suitablY chosen error

criterion.

The case of models linear-in-the-parameters has been extensively discussed

in the literature.Therefore,in this report,we devote our attention to

the case of models nonlinear-in-the-parameters as it represents an im

portant class of processes.We have chosen an identical model of a linear

time-discrete transfer function as an example of a model nonlinear-in-the

parameters.A comparison with generalized model linear-in-the-parameters

is of interest and will be presented.As a prior knowledge about the

observation noise is assumed not to be available,we adopt a least squares

error criterion;the properties of the estimates will be discussed.The

frequency contents of the input signal is expected to influence the

estimation problem;therefore,a detailed analysis of the input signal

spectrum and its effects on the error criterion function is of much

importance and will be investigated. The choice of the iterative minimi

zation method will undoubtfully have a considerable effect on the

convergence of the model adjustment process; consequently ,we devote part

of this report to the presentation and comparision of different minimization

methods.

Some of the ideas and results of investigations will be used for the

implementation of the model adjustment estimation routines.These routines

will be experimented on parameter estimation of a second order linear

time-discrete process and conlusions will be derived.
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2. Statistical Estimation From Observations:

The parameter estimation problem is recongnized to be the determination of

'"an estimate ~ for the true process parameters !. The estimate may be either

an explicit or an implicit function of the observations ~ taken from the

process. If these observations are stochastic in nature (or contaminated

with stochastic disturbances), then the estimate will be stochastic as

well and the estimation problem can, best, be viewed as a statistical

problem. Depending on the available prior knowledge about the statistical

distribution of the parameters ! and the observations .~ we obtain diffe

rent classes of estimates as will be shown.

2.1. Some important properties of estimates:

The statistical distribution in the form ofa probability density function

provides complete information about the statistical properties of the estimate.

This probability density function is dependent on the length of the ob

servation interval (or equivalently, dependent on the number of observa-

tion samples k used for estimation), see fig. 2.1.1.

I
t;

pee; k)

1

I

t

p(e..:k)

1

e B

a-5jIH-/tot:c.a.L~ Ul1.b~C<.5~ ~~

fig. 2.1.1.



For reasons of convenience we will consider only the most significant prac

tical properties of the distribution; namely, its mean G{~} and its

covariance cov {~} ;they define a Gaussian distribution completely.

In the following we define some important properties of estimates,

Bias: is defined to be the expected deviation from the true parameter

value t

t. i: § -!] - t {§ J - -t

The estimate is unbiased if for each k

Efi} - t

The estimate is asymptotically unbiased if

Consistency: the estimate is consistent if

A

with € arbitrarily small, i.e. 8 converges in probability to the

true value t, For unbiased (or asymptotically unbiased) estimate,

the condition

[t'm Co v { ~ J
k-. oo

o I

implies the consistency of the estimate,

Note that the condition

i:A

e[i,m
k-oo

implies the asymptotic unbiasedness and the consistency of the estimate 8·

Efficiency: the estimate is efficient if it has the minimum theoreti-·

cally attainable covariance

•
~ ~

where r is any other estimate, provided that C{~}= C{y}

The estimate is asymptotically efficient if

A

lim Col/ f ~ )
k..."oo



Sufficiency: the estimate is sufficient if for all other estimates i
it is true that p(i I~) is independent of t

- Normality: the estimate is normal if the probability distribution

p(~;!) is Gaussian (normal distribution).

The estimate is asymptotically normal if p(~;!) approaches Gaussian

distribution for k~oo .

In the following we discuss the derivation of different classes of esti

mates according to the available prior knowledge. We start with the case

of most available prior knowledge and further discuss successively the

cases of less available prior knowledge.

2.2. ~~esian Estimation: (BE)

We are given the following.

The prior probability distribution of the parameters pC!), and

the conditional probability distribution of the observations p(z !)

Following Bayes' rule we can write

P(!! , ! ) Pc!)

Consequently, a posterior probability distribution of the parameters t

can be written as follows

Since

PCt I~)

P(t)
f(1)

+00

=ff···· ..J
is not a function of !. we may write pC! I z) as a function of t

P(il~)

where L(!;~) is the likelihood of t given l and defined to be

f(~/t)



A Baysian estimate is derived by maximizing the posterior probability

distribution p(! I ~) w.r.t. !. By equating the derivative to zero, then

~-t { PC! I ~ )} \t = e = IT 1L(~ j ~) F(t) } It = g
- - - -

from which the Baysian estimate (BE) follows.

2.3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation: (MLE)

~

o - e
8E

We are given the conditional probability distribution p(~ I !) with the

absence of the prior knowledge about the parameters. The MLE follows

from the BE by assuming a uniform distribution over the interval under

consideration. Hence

P(t I~)

Since.

and the MLE is derived by maximizing the likelihood L(!;~) w.r.t. !, or

laternatively, maximizing In L(.!;y), (since the logarithmic function is

monotonic) .

Taking the derivative w.r.t. ! and equating to zero at t = ~; then

Ae
- HLE

from which the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) follows.

Here we mention in brief some interesting properties of the MLE:

- Asymptotic normality: the probability distribution P(~LE;!) approaches

a normal distribution for k~oo.

Asymptotic efficiency: minimum variance (or best accuracy) for k~oo

tends to zero with increasing number of

where 1 is any other estimate,

- Asymptotic unbi,asedness: il'rn
k~co

i.e. the bias in the estimate

provided that
A }_ tEL~MLE. --

observations.

- Consistency: Urn l' ( (~tlLE -! I>E.) = 0
k-. oo

with c arbitrarily small. Since the estimate is asymptotically unbiased
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then consistency implies

A

COu f () }
l - HLE.

= 0 I

- Invariance: if ~MLE is a MLE of !' then g(~LE) is a MLE of g(~).

2.4. Markov Estimation: (ME)(or Weighted Least Squares Estimation)

Let the observations be related to the parameters t as follows

y ~ (t ) + !:l

where f (!) is the undisturbed process output and n is a stochastic

disturbance with a given covariance (N).

t
Process

n

JctJ ",)---...........-

The Markov estimate follows from MLE by assuming that n has a Gaussian

distribution with zero mean, thus

Etr!} = 0 CoufQ} N

then probability distribution p(~)

P ) - I [ _ i ( nTN-I n) ]
(!! - ((2 .,,/INI )'Iz. -4f 2 - -

where k is the number of components in the vector n.

The conditional probability distribution p(x I!) now can be written

f(~ It)

taking the logarithm, then

and the ME is derived by minimizing the weighted sum of squares given by
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the expression

w.r.t. t (This follows from MLE by maximizing p(~ I t) w.r.t. t).

Taking the derivative of the last expression w.r.t. t and equating to

zero at ! = ~. then

..

from which the Markov Estimate (ME) follows.

Considerable simplification is gained if !(!) is linear function of t.

Let

t

an explicit solution for 8 can readily be written

This estimate is linear w.r.t. the observation vector ~ • its properties

can be derived in a similar manner as for the least squares estimate

which will be considered in the next section.

If !(!) is a nonlinear function of !. then the estimate follows by solving

a set of nonlinear equations; this is usually done using iterative methods

or alternatively by using "hill climbing" techniques to find the minimum

of the weighted sum of squares. The properties of this implicit solution

are discussed in section (3.2.).

2.5. Least Squares Estimation: (LSE)

In the case when we have no prior knowledge about the stochastic distur

bance ~. a Least Squares Estimate follows froID ~~E by assuming that n is

"white" Gaussian noise with zero mean

i.. e.. E t~ J= 0

covf ~J= E[r! !]TJ
o.nd.
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The conditional probability distribution p(~ I !) can be written

P(~ It)

taking the

I-
((? .") k "" l ) Y'l

logarithm, then

Ltl p(Y It)

and the LSE is derived by minimizing the sum of squares given by the

expression

w.r.t. t (This follows from MLE by maximizing p(r I !) w.r.t. !)
Taking the derivative of the last expression w.r.t. t and equating to

zero at t = e.

- A

from which the LSE follows.

2.5.1. The linear case:

If !(!) is a linear function of !' an explicit solution for ~ can be

derived, let

t("t)= .Jl. t

then e is given by

This is a linear estimate w.r.t. ~. We will consider some of its proper

ties. The observations r are related to the parameters t by the following

J ihen

_ 1: + (£'2.. T -LL)-/ JLT !!.

If the elements of the matrix ~ and the vector n are uncorrelated, then



and if our assumption that

10

t. {!!)=2 is true, then

and the estimate is unbiased. An expression for the covariance cov{8}

can be derived as follows

Coli {q1= {[(~ - t)( § -~) T J
= E { (..n..T ....n..) -I .f7.. T !1 !! T ...n.. (.J'2...T Sl-)-I J

If the elements of ~ and!! are uncorrelated, then

Coif {~] = (...n..T..rL r'...rz..' N -rL (....eLT ..1'2-)-1

and if our assumption that N =~2 I is true, then

Note that

Sir1Ce.

OJ'1 (-.t:LT ..rL)-1

Lim CoY" [§ 1= fUm [ 0--
2

(..n...'..LL.r l J
k_co K-+CO I< k

01

This implies consistency if the estimate is unbiased, and we conclude

that the LSE possess the properties of the MLE if the assumptions that

El ~ J 0 and. Et~ !:'.T} = 0--
2

I

are true. (This should be obvious since the LSE is derived form MLE

based on these assumptions). The case when the elements of ~ and n are

correlated is discussed in some detail in section (3.1).

2.5.2. The nonlinear case:

If !(!) is a nonlinear function of !' a solution for 8 may not be ob

tainable by explicit analytical relation and iterative methods are used

to solve the set of nonlinear equations in ~. Another approach to the

solution is by using "hill climbing" techniques on the error function

E = (X - !(.!)T (X - !(.!.» to find the value of 8 at which E is minimum.
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The solution 8 is implicitly expressed in the relation

where ~ is replaced by (~(!) + ~). The implicit presence of the term

in the above relation will lead to a bias in the estimate 8. ltwill be

shown in section (3.2.) that if the assumption that E{n} = 0 is true,

then the estimate 8 is consistent.

Analysis and proof of the consistency of nonlinear least squares esti

mates is found in l. 9 }.
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3. Models of linear time-discrete transfer functions

3.1 Generalized models linear - in - the - parameters:

The process is given by

.!I(k) = [ u (k) 3 + n (k)

where u(k), y(k) and n(k) are the input, output and noise samples at in-

stant k, respectively.

It is assumed that t{n(o}
II (i!-t) - I + a, r,-I +

()

-11
+ a" r

b
o

+ /', ~-I -+ . . . . . ... -+ h", "'Z-WI

n(k)

n~ m

A(r') p

r------
I
I

I
I
L

,
I
I

----------, :
I I

I! I
14-+-~1_ _:.J

I
I

-~~~
e (k)

fig. 3.1.1.

The model error e(k) can be chosen to be linear in the model parameters, in

such a case

This is called a generalized error linear - in - the - parameters (see

fig. 3.1.1.); this type of error presents a considerable simplification

on the model implementation and the derivation of the error sensitivity

w.r.t. the model parameters. Furthermore, for least squares estimations

the following expression
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E = ~T ~

whue e _

is to be minimized

n+k 2

=(Y_.../2.. ~)T(!J _ JL. 9) -= L ( ~(i.)_A.(i) B)
- ",i - u,!J - L=n+, ~J' -

~

~T = [f3o . 13, / .0 •• 0.,1 ,8,.,.., , - 0<, ' -,,( 1 J 0 0 0 •• 0,1 - O<n J
..rZ(i) = [(.l(i), li(t-I)/ .. 0'/ l.I.(l-m) ,,}(LI) 1 /1(i- 2.), oO •• J J(i - n) ]

u,J

, C),nd..

E is a quadratic function in the parameters. The optimal parameters e
which minimizes E can be obtained explicitly by the relation

" T -I T
G = (J2. ..fl.- )...f1- :J- ~~ ~1 ~, -

or implicitly using "hill climbing" techniques which may be suited for

application on a quadratic error criterion. On the other hand, a disad-

vantage of this representation is that the estimated parameters suffers

asymptotic biasedness if the output observations are contaminated with

noise; this is due to the fact that the noise effect in the residuals e(i)

is correlated with the previous output Observations"

y(i-l), y(i-2), '" y(i-n) (i.e. ~ is correlated with the observation

matrix ~ ). The following analysis will help us to follow the noise
u,y

effect on the asymptotic bias of the estimate.

The residuals are given by

e - :J-J'L (} and
- u.J~ -

!J= ~+!l - ...a. -t Tn- CA"J(

where t is the true parameter vector

r T = rb 1 b " .... 01 bm 1 _ a. J - Q. , 0 0 0'1 _ Gt .. ]- L' /I I 't ..

e - .J'l.. 1: + n _ J'L 6 JL {}
""1)( - - U"J( 0,1"1 -

- ...IL ~9 + ~ h6
whue-

/,(J)(

AS - r_ B ~

~n9 = n J"L 9o,n
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The first term (~ ~~) is the error due to the difference between the
u,x

model and the process parameters, the second term (e ) is the error due-ne
to the noise path through part of the generalized model. Now, in terms

of the observation matrix we can write

where

T
least squares estimate for ~8when obtained by minimizing ~ ~ will lead to

T' -.- _ (.fL .fL )
"'/.'/ IA.}~

zero

A

For asymptotically unbiased estimate for~, then lim t{~~} must be equal to
k-+oo

-f

Q x

if.. (n)
e."

Q = flim
T

[...n..IAI!I ...n../A.I:! ]
1<-+00 k

~n
(i) - ~ n (i)

,,'t"

is the cross correlation between the noise in the residuals e and the

noise in the observations y.
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It can be seen that the asymptotic bias can be eleminated if the vector

o

~~ (n)

i.e. there is no correlation between the samples of the noise residuals

ent(i) and the previous noise samples in the output observations

n(i-1), n(i-2), ... , n(i-n).

This condition can be fulfilled only of the noise residuals ent(i) are

uncorrelated i.e. for "white" noise residuals.

If the noise sequence n(k) has some known correlation, e.g. derived from

"white" noise sequence through the filter C(z-l) as in fig. 3.1.2.,

D(z-l)

we can follow an estimation scheme as in fig. 3.1.3., in which the input

and output signals of the process are filtered before they are used to

generate the generalized error, parameters are estimated iteratively and

used to update the filter parameters. When convergence is achieved filter

parameters will be equal to noise and model parameters and the additive

noise in the generalized error is effectively "white"; this implies the

asymptotic unbiasedness of the estimates for the proposed scheme. However,

no proof is available yet for the convergence of this scheme.

C(Z-I)

DCe-I
)

IL _

e(k) I

fig.

n (k) I

3.1.3.

.!f(k)
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The following proofs the consistency of the asymptotically unbiased esti

mates

where

and

Q

N

I is the identity matrix.

An alternative way for the previous analysis can be done using the following

form for the residuals

e

where ~T = [_ P, J ••••••• J - Pm J ~ J d. oJ •••••• , J 0</1 ]

are the model parameters. u is the undisturbed input given by

- (..n...- "J!I
J2..

oJn
) t

where
T

t = [- b, J • • • • • • • J - blM , Cl., J ~) J • • • • • • J a" 1

are the process parameters, and

T
-a. (i)

"'J'
T

least squares estimation of 8 obtained by minimizing (e .e) and is given

by



I\.

e

] 7

u

The second term in the last expression causes a bias in the estimate of 8

~nt

where e = Q t is the noise in the residuals e
-nt o,n

~nt J )

-I
Q x 1.1 (I)

Ten.

where Q

and ~ (i) = ~ (i) is the cross correlation between the noise in the
en entn

residuals e and the noise in the observations ~. This is the same result

as obtained before; for bias free estimate the noise in the residuals

should be uncorrelated (i.e. "white" noise residuals). The consistency of

the estimate follow in the same way as derived before.

Parameter sensitivity model: see fig. 3.1.4.

The generalized error is given by



n(k)

..
.':I ( k)

--,
I

"2-/ I
I

f,:lter

+

+

+

- - - ---

>Je (k)
~ f3 j>f -----f---'---_-i _

F( iter

~(I,)

~ r-l> eCk)
f!>o

'cJ 130
"i!f-I

?leCk)
13,

~ j3,
C -/

fig. 3.1.4.

It can be easily implemented on a digital computer. The error sensitivity

w.r.t. the parameters is given by

i = I•.... " n

v,. (k-j) J = 0, . .... J WI

Those sensitivities are already explicitly present in the model as shown

in fig. 3.1.4.; this is a considerable simplicity gained by using the

generalized model representation for a process.

3.2. Models, nonlinear-in-the-parameters:

Some advantages concerning the properties of the estimates can be gained

when the model error is given by

e (k)
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The model error e(k) is nonlinear in some of the model parameters, namely

aI' a 2 , . '" an' but it is linear in the parameters B
o

' B
1

, ,--, B
m

,

For least squares estimation, the expression

c:T e

is to be minimized, where

e _ [ e(I») ...

JJ ur

...... .) e UJ)

where the model output w is represented as a linear function of the input

observation matrix U,and f is a vector whose elements are functions

linear-in-the-parameters B but nonlinear-in-the-parameters g,

The model error can also be written as follows

T
ft =[i3.' Q.J

W(k)

/$(c- I )
1-----'

C?< (c -I)

H

u 1(£) + n

U LIf(R) + n
where

is the error due to the missmatch of the model parameters add the process

parameters!, and ~ is the noise error in the process output,

For a finite number of observations used in the estimation of the parameters

then
T (IT TV P ,,_pTUr!!._ e e = ~ to V 6,. + 2 '" r

For a minimum of EN w. r _t. ~

;j {EN 1 2 l..-t~~T} UTU A' + 2 ~~ {/:) iT} U
T

!1 - Q- a~ - -

1..-{L\f] ~ 1fTnn} T
henceD

~1! - b8

A

ft can be written explicitly in the following
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1
f(x)= -,

x
in this special

-1
where f is the inverse nonlinear function vector of ! (e.g. if

-1 -1 -1 1
then f (x) is such that f {f(x)} = x, i.e. f (x) =

x
case) .

-1
Note that f is of different dimension than f.
1\

8 may be expanded in Taylor series as follows

where 0 is a nonlinear function vector operating on !(t) and the noise term

'r n

It is clear that even if the noise sequence n is white and of zero mean,

the estimate will be biased; this is due to the fact that the nonlinear

operations performed on the noise will cause undesirable changes in its

characteristics. Simple example will help to illustrate the effect of

noise in nonlinear parameter estimation. consider the one dimensional case

of a simple nonlinear process with no dynamics, given by

I U eL} + n (L)
b

where n(i) is measurement noise independent of the input u(i) and of zero

mean t{n(i)} = o. A model is given by

cJ(i) I

J3
l).(i.)

and the model error is given by

e (i) yei) _ w (i.) ( ' I)' C'= 1; - fi l,4 (L) + n L)

a least squares estimate is obtained by minimizing a sum of squares given

by
N

L
i=1

2-
e (j.)

for minimum EN
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H

= ~1. ~(l.L2(L)(t- ~)+ uti) hit»)
N

I -' C l.L (0 n (L)

fl + i=r I $ ('!: J !1)b t= UZ(i,) b +
;'=1

where N
U(i..) t'l(i) /

H

6(~) n) ~ L= ().2(i)

£=1 i. =,
is a linear function of ~, then

~ b/ (, + h S(f6:Jt2))

b ( J _ b J ('6 )J:!) + bZ s\~) ~) _ Ii $3 (~ ) ~) + ..... )

tiPJ- b - 1/ E f $(~J!!)}+ 6
3

EtS2(~)~)3 - b~ t f.s3(~)n)}+·· ..

because is linear in ~, then

and the estimates are biased, since f f Efe!!-) ~?)3 =I=- 0 for f> /

Now consider the asymptotic case when the number of observations N grows

unlimited (Here ~m implies that N grows finitely large)
H~OD

E
tJ

L
;:=1

2
e (iJ

Since N

Lim Z. n(i.) := Lim N t {n (0J = 0
N-+OO L= I N-+f»

we can write
NLtJe_-Lj 2

2 . N Etn? (L)jE IA (L) +
i=1 b ~

~

Now, minimization Of E will lead to the estimate S=b , which is unbiased

with no variance.
)0.

In the multidimensional case, let ~N be the estimate resulting from the

minimization of EN and consider the asymptotic case with large number

of observation
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E

if Etnj = 0 , then

£
r-

and minimization of E will lead to the estimate e = t which is unbiased with
r-

zero covariance matrix we conclude that if Q is the estimate based on N
-N

observations then
.1\

It',,,,,, () "t
N~«:> - N

which implies the consistency of the nonlinear least squares estimator.

Detailed proofs and analysis of the asymptotic properties of nonlinear

least squares estimator can be found in paper [9 ]

In comparison with the generalized linear model, the nonlinear model

delivers asymptotically consistent estimate with neither the need of fil

tering the input and output observations, nor the need of extending the

estimation problem to include the noise filter parameters.

Parameter sensitivity model:

n(k)

u(k) 8(2-') ,., Y(k)

f/( ?-I) X(k)

P
'\

eCk)

f3 (20-1
) I

(l( (r.-I) W(k) 0< (2-')

N SM

deCk) 'deCk)

fig. 3.2.2.
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As the model is given by its time-discrete transfer function

Po + 13, r:-I + 7- p"", Z -m

~ + 0{ ~ -'-+ '7- 01 r;-n
~o I n

simulation on a digital computer can easily be implemented. The corres-

ponding difference equation is written as follows

w(k) can be calculated from u(k) and previous values of u(i) and w(i)

( i < k)

W- (k) =- J (~u (k.) -t" U(Jc-t) +.... + Pm {,( (/I--m) - d, W(1t. -,)_ ..... - 0<" iJ(l<_np
•

we can immediate~y write for the error e(k)

e (/d :J ( J<.) - w ( k)

which is used to determine the value of the error criterion function for

certain parameter values

k"2.
E L. e.Z(k)

k= k,

The parameter sensitivity

k2..

zL
Ie =Je,

functions are given by

L = oJ ',1 ..... ,I m

k..
_0 fEJ == 2 L
()t:X. L Ie = Ie,

J

e (k) . (; eUd
qO<'j

7 J=OJ':, Jn

where the values and need to be calculated

If we define

em(~) -
u. (e)

d + P( e -'+ + 0/ c.-I?
0'17

~n1

, {, = OJ I, ..... J YY1
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- - ~o(. 1.W" (c. )J
J

_-_U._(_c_) ~_=__ (_ ?-j(PO + PI e- I+ .. '" +J3
m

r-m))
(~ + 0(, C -I + + 0<" t -/'I ) '1

O'f + 4' C -/ + + pi i!-h
D , n 171+ PI ?-'+ ..... '+iX i!-n

D , n

If we define esm (i!) = _W:-(::...."i!:-)---::-- ---:-_-::--
c>< + oi 2-1 + ., ., .... + o{f1c.-n. /

I then

, J = OJ I) .... ",/ n

we, also, can write w (z) in terms of em(z) as follows

J3() + /S, ?:-I -I- .... , .. " + ~M ~-m
Wee) = . (;leG)

0( + 0( '2 -J + . . ., ... + f?f. e-/I
" / n

.:=. (130 -+ P, t -I + ........ + 131't'1 -e-m
) . em (Z)

The sequence em(k) can be generated from the model using the relation

ellf (Ie) = -' (fA (k) - tJ{ em (k-I) _ ....... - d em(k-n))
0( 1 n

o

W(k)

consequently we are able to calculate the following quantities

13. -em (k) + /3/ ern (J<-l) + . " .... +'''" e"., (k-h-r)

e(k) - J(k) - W(k)

"i.=O,IJ ..... )m

The sequence esm(k) can be generated from the sensitivity model whose dis

crete-time transfer function is given by

H (c) = __....:...-1 _

SH d + 0<. '2 -1+ . .. .. . + c>< 'Z -n
II I n

and whose input is the sequence W(k)

estn(k) = ~ (W{/c)- ~ €Sm(k-J)-'" .....- dn esm(lc-nJ)
•

consequently we are able to calculate the following quantities
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Now, the quanti ties ~R.1. E3 and ~oi .~£3 can be evaluated and used to direct
r< .J

the adjustment of the unknown parameters.

fig. 3.2.3. A schematic for the simulation of the model and the sensitivity

model for the determination of the parameters sensitivity func

tions: see page 25.

3.3 Model stability

3.3.1. Model stability in the z-plane

Adopting a second order process to be identified using model of the same

structure,we can write the model pulse transfer function as follows

H(~)
0(6 'Z2 + ol~ '& + of 4

r;/.J i! 2+ 0<1. "i! + "',

The roots of the polynomial (0(3~~+ 0<2 ii! + 0(,) determine model stability

If we write

2'd. (- o<'z. -+ j 1,,-«,013 - of:
.

f,,'1 - ) Re.
J

~ I r. I
j<p'

, tM~ r2. = Ir'l. I
j 4>2-

c e

where r 1 and r
2

are the roots, given by

H(2) -

for real roots

where I r, I =)ra.l &wtol.. ep =- cP..
, "2-

~ = <P'1. = 0

by partikl fractions

for complex roots, and

fig.3.3.1.

wich can be transformed in the time domain as

follows

h (t:)
~.t:

C, e ~ +c
'1.

T,t i:-t
= C e c e ~

I + 'Z.

is the sampling periodand.

complex.

't -where
Ln r
IS

where '(, in general, is
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The model is defined tobe stable if the response is bounded for any

bounded excitation, it can be proyed that this condition is fulfilled

only, if Re(~l)<0 and R
I
a

2
) (0

't - -'- In(1 r I ej tp )
~

-' In Ir/ +
j e:p-

lS IS

which can be negative only if I r I < I
hence, for the model to be stable, its poles in the complex z-plane

must lie within the unit circle.

3.3.2. Model stability in the parameter space:

a
2.

Determination of stability regions in the parameter space

I

el,\. . .....
,:::::::
\ . . . . . ..\ .· -.: .
· '.\ : ~ : :

~ •• ° •

\ .. ,
~ ..
~..

I ..
I ..

/ .. / .
. I ../ .. , ..

· I .....
of: : : : : :
I . .• ° •••

I . •.
I· • . . . . .

a =-2z.
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2
= zH(z)

z =

+ a z + a = 0
2 1

- a +.1a
2

- 4a
12 - V 2

2

for (a~ .{..4a
1

) ,. 1m. roots:

j V4a1 -
2'

-a
2 a

2
z = -- +2 - 2

Izl2
2 2

= a2 + 4a1
a

2 = a
1- -- -

4 4 4

for stability <I z 1
2 <1)

for (a~ ) 4a
1

) ,.

-a
2 Va~ - 4a

z = -- + 12 -
2

real roots:

for stability (-1 <z <1). or

-2 <-a + Va~ - 4a~ <22 -

(a
2 - 2) <~ Va~ - 4< <(a2

+ 2)

for (a2 - 2) <~ Ia~ - 4a .. (a
2

- 2) <-va~ - 4a
1 1

-(2-a2)<- va~ - 4a .. (2 - a
2

) > va~ - 4a
11

(2 - a 2 )>0

,_ ..

... <-_.~~~1. e. -- I a
2I

4 +
2

4a
1

)
2

li~_~~a - a - 4a
1

..
2 2

,
~or (a

2
+ 2» ~ Va~ - 4a • (a

2
+ 2) >Va~ - 4a

1 1

Le. (a
2

+ a» 0 .. ~(. ~~]
2

+ 4 + 4a
2

)
2 Ia2 + a 1>.~lJa

2
a

2
- 4a •1
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Q
I

....

. . . ..

-IN
I

II
r:::s...

fig. 3.3.3.

2
H(z) = a

3
z + z + a

1
= 0

-1 2:. V1 - 4a1a 3
2a

3

for (4a1~3>1) .. 1m. roots:

j V4a1 a 3

\

(-1 + - 1)z =
2a

3

Izl 2
(1 + 4a

1
a

3
- 1) a 1

= -

2 a
34a

3
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for stability (I zl2 <1)

for (4 al.~3~_<~I=--)~_-_-__--_·..•__r=--e=-a=.l::........:r=--o=--o=--t.:..::.s :

z = (-1~ VI - 4ala~)

2a
3

for stability (-1 <Z «+1)

for

i. e.

-2a <-1 ~ VI - 4a1 a 3' (2a33

(1 - 2a3 ) <~ VI - 4a1a; <(l + 2a
3

)

(1 - 2a3 ) <~V1 - 4a
1

a
3
' - (1 - 2a ) <-VI - 4a

1
a

3
'3

-(2a - 1) <-VI - 4a a ' - (2a
3

- 1) >VI - 4a
1

a
3

'3 1 3

(2a
3 -1)>° 1 >- a - - °3 2

, a 3>°2
4a3> a

3
(a

3
+ 1»4a

3
+ 1 - 1 - 4a1 a 3 - a - 0

and for (1 + 2a3»~ VI - 4a
1

a
3
' - (1 + 2a3 ) >VI - 4a1 a

3
'

i. e. (1 + 2a3 )>° - ~ + a 3>°
4a3 + 1 + 4a~>1 - 4a

1
a

3 a 3 (a
3

+ a
1

+ 1):> 0 ' a 3 >°---

-2a3 >-1 ~ VI - 4a1 a 3' > 2a3

(1 - 2a3 ) > ~ VI - 4a1 a 3' > (1 + 2a
3

)

Following the same analysis as above

a + n3 1
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a
2

" ..

............
.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.. . .. . .. .. .. ..

· ....· ....

• ... 0

.. . .. . .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

. . . . .

.. . .. . .. .. ....
.. .. • .. • • 0 •

· .

.. . .. . .. . .. ,

.....
· .
· .
.. .. • • • • 0 ..

· .....

· ..

· ..

• .. • • • • • o •

.. .. . . . .. .... .

.. .. .. '" ...... 0

.. .. .. • • • .. 0 ...

.. . .. .. . . . .. . .

.............II

2.

-2

fig. 3.3.4.

In the a~3 space: (a
1

=1)

H(z)
2

1 0= a
3

z + a
2

z + =

- a
2 ~va~ - 4a

3z =
2a

3

z =

for (a~4a3) .-

(-a2.:t j (4 a3-
2a

3
2 2

(a
2

+ 4a
3

- a
2

)

I-
4a3

1m. roots:

2'
a

2
)

for stability (lzl 2 <1) - c:a
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(-a +./a2 _
z = 2 -V 2

2a
S

for stability (-1 <z «1)

(a - 2a
S

) <:: Va~ - 4a «a2 + 2a
S

)2 S

for (a
2 2as ) <:: Va~ 4a

s - (a
2

- 2a ) < -Va~ 4a
sS

-(ea - a ) <:- Va
2

- 4a - (2a
s

- a
2

) >Va~ - 4aS 2 2 S S

i. e. (2a
S a 2 )>0 ---- las>

a
2

\
-
2

,a >0
2 2

- 4a
S

a2)
2 - 4a ___ rs

(a - a~-~--1» ~ S4a
S

+ a
2 a

2 S S

and, for (a2 + 2aS )>2: Va~ - 4a --- (a2 + 2aS )>Va~ - 4aS S

+ 2a
s

»

j
i. e. (a2 0 -- las>

- a
2---
2

OJ "3)
02 2

+4asa~
2a

2
+ 4a

S a - 4a
S ~

]as(as 1)>2 + a
2

+

~s-<~ -2as ) -a2 + vi a~ - 4a~>2a
S

(a2 - 2aS ) > + Va~ - 4a~> (a2 + 2aS )

following the same analysis as above we get the following inequalities:

< o
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Having determined the stability regions in 3 different parameter planes

we can visualise the situation in the 3-dimensional parameter space

This can be verified by taking cross planesat a1 ~ 1, a2 ~ 1 and a 3

and comparing with planer stability regions derived previously.

fig.3.3.5.

.-
r'---: ..
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/
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/
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..... -</~•• /1
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~ ,.- /.1... ,.-· .. / " /./·// /· / .
/. ' .' .·1

. " . " I "1. . . . .. " 'l..... / ....
· . . . .. . . .1
· ... / ••. 1
\," .. ' .. "',' / ..../..,. . . . . ./.... /

"" .,/ ~.

a,

= .1
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parameter space:
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/. : .
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/
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/ ..

I:: .
f . ..
f .. ·

-1 L :'.
\ ., ....
~ ..
\ ..,:
"

a,
J

f. :1
f. : .. i

(: : :: i

-2

/
.....

: . : . . . I
/:::::::1
(:::>::1/ ,

/::::'.::::j
r ::: :::: ::: I
.::. : ': : : : : ~ :i

-1

fig. 3.3.6.

It is of much importance for further discussions to study the corres

pondence of the stability regions in the z-plane and the parameter

plane. For a second order model given by the discrete transfere func

tion.

H(i!:) A_Ci!'_)_---:-_
~a.+ "z.t + a.,

where p(z) is a polynomial in z of order equal to or less than 2.
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The equation

determines the locations of the two model poles in the z-plane, they

are given by

'2
',2.

- Q
2

1. ±.ja~ _,. a,
2

Points in the stability region of the parameter plane satisfying the

relation

are transformed into complex conjugate poles in the z-plane; futher-

more, for a 2>0 the poles are in the left hand side of the unit circle

for a
2

= 0 the poles are on the imagenary axis

for a 2 <0
the poles are in the right hand side of the unit circle

Points in the stability region of the parameter plane satisfying the

relation

4- a,

are transformed into two real poles in z-plane; furthermore,

if the "=" sign is satisfied in the above relation the two poles

coincide on the real axis of the z-plane

if the "~' sign is satisfied in the above relation the two poles

depart from each other along the real axis of the z-plane.

Fig. 3.3.6. shows the roots of two points in the parameter plane

departing from the vertical side a
l

= 1 and moving horizontally in

the stability region untill the borders and their corresponding roots

in the z-plane.

We note that each point on the side a
l

= 1 of the stability triangle in

the parameter plane is transformed into complex conjugate pair of poles

on the unit circle of the z-plane.
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Points on the lower triangle side

I+a.+a-oz. I

are transformed into two real poles; one of them - at least - lies on

the point z = 1 in the z-plane (this can.be verified if we substitute

z = 1 in the equation z2 + a
2

z + a
1

= 0), points on the upper triangle

side

1- C{2. + Q, - 0

are transformed into tWQ real poles; one of them - at lea.st - lies on

the point z = -1 in the z-plane (this can be verified if we substitute

1 · h . 2 )z = - 1n t e equat10n z + a
2

z + a
1

= 0 .
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4. Input Signal

4.1. Binary Noise signal (maximum length sequences):

As white noise has well known desirable properties as an excitation for

the process to be identified, we use the so called maximum length se

quences as an input signal. This signal can be easily generated in con

tinuous form using feedback shift registers as in fig. 4.1.1. or in

sampled form by a simple simulation program on a computer. It has a power

spectrum which approximates a white spectrum as good as desired, by in

creasing the number of shift registers n and/or decreasing the duration

8 of each of the output states (i.e. increasing the clock frequency).

It is of help for further discussions to study in some detail the auto

correlation function ~ (T) of the generated signal and its frequency
uu

spectrum. For this purpose we adopt the case where n ~ 3, the generated
n

signal is periodic with a period T ~ (2 - 1) 8, (T 78 in our case).

N ~ (2
n

- 1) is the maximum number of states contained in one period of

the output signal using n shift registers, this maximum can be attained

using suitable feedback connections of the shift registers. The duration

of each of the output states is the same and equal to the clock-pulse

period 8. A delayed form of the same periodic output signal can be ob

tained from any of the n-shift registers.

Shown in fig. (4.1.1.) is the signal generated through the transformation

of the register states 1~ +a and 0 ~ -b. The values of a and b can be

chosen to adjust the d.c. average of the test signal and its power content.

The autocorrelation function of the generated signal can be easily computed

by multiplying the original signal with a shifted signal, for different

shift values. Since the original signal is periodic, its autocorrelation

function is also periodic with the same period as that of the signal. It

has a triangular shape which approximates a dirac function for a large

number of register elements (n) and/or high clock frequency (i.e. small 8);

this is shown in fig. (4.2.3.).
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4.2. Effect of periodicity on the signal spectrum:

In the following theoretical analysis, it will be assumed that the input

signal u(t) is periodic noncausal function of time. (A causal function

f(t) must satisfy the condition" Nt) = 0 ror -t <0)

i.e. (). (t) for k= -oo~ 00

where T is the signal period. This assumption is correct if the input

signal is applied to the system under consideration until stationarity

is achieved.

As the power spectral density and the correlation function of a periodic

waveform are Fourier transform pair

ep (w) =
uu
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where ~ (w) is the power spectral density function of the signal u(t);
uu

it provides us with information about the signal power associated with

a certain frequency w.

One way to derive the power spectral density function ~ (w) is by recog
uu

nizing that

~" (r) - _I f('t'} * tee) if
8

00

L 5(L_kT)
Ie =_.0

where (*) means convolution; this becomes multiplication in the frequency

domain. See fig.(4.2.1.).

For the definition of f(T) and its Fourier transform, see fig. (4.2.2.).

In the frequency domain we can write

ep (w)
1A.f.l

_I l( r (w) }( r (w) l( -L
9 T

00

where . wB
FCw) ':I [f ('t) ] e. ( SIn z:- )we

hence 2-

we 00

ep (w) = ~.( Sin T )2 L ~(W_k';)
UIA, T we k=-cP

2.

Clearly, since ~UU(T) is periodic with period T, its power spectral

The autocorrelation

impulses are equidistant and are
2'lT
T

density ~ ~) is a series of impulses whose envelope is the Fourier
uu

transform of one period of ~ (T). The
uu

separated with a frequency period equals to

function and its power spectral density are shown in fig. (4.2.3.).

Infig. (4.2.4.) we can see the effect of selecting different combinations

of signal amplitude limits on its power spectrum.

Case (a) is a representation of equal amplitude signal limits (+a and -a)

Case (b) is of non-negative autocorrelation function

Case (c) and (d) are of zero d.c. signal component.

4.3. Effect of sampling on the signal spectrum:

As we simulate our model on digital computer we, necessarily, need to use

as an input to our discrete model a sequence of samples taken from the

continuous signal. It is of importance to study the power spectrum of the

sampled sequence and the effect of the sampling rate on this spectrum.
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-r;

original signal g(t) by the well known relation

*'r; (w)=

Since the input sequence is a numerical representation of the continuous

signal at the sampling instants we, effectively, have impulse sampled

signal. This will result in mathematical simplifications.

The spectrum of the sampled signal g (t) is related to the spectrum of

the

where T = ~ . -ItS W
s

1S the sampling period, G (w) and G(w) are the spectrum of

the sampled and the original siganls respectively. The above relation

states that the sampled signal spectrum is the periodic repetition of the

original signal spectrum at every mUltiple of the sampling frequency w
s

(including zero) with a mUltiplication factor t, as shown in fig.
s

(4.3.1.).

We consider the periodic binary noise signal discussed before, with n=3,

when sampling with period T = 8/NSS (NSS samples for each signal state).
s

The spectrum will be repeated with frequency w = 2~ = 2~ x NSS. Shown
s Ts 8

in fig. (4.3.2.) is the sampled signal spectrum for different sampling

rates (i.e. different values of NSS).

It is obvious that the spectrum is becoming more uniform for a lower num

ber of values of NSS (i.e. for lower sampling frequency); this result

extends for the case where NSS is a fraction (i.e. the sampling period

T > 8). This is an important conclusion, which implies that the signal
s

spectrum envelope approaches a white spectrum for lower sampling rates.

In all cases the spectrum consists of a series of impulses of different
2~

amplitudes and separated by frequency ~, where T is the period of the

binary noise signal. The area of each impulse represents the strength of

the signal component at the corresponding frequency. Note that every im

pulse of finite (nonzero) area indicates the existence of a pole for the

signal at the corresponding frequency.

4.4. The location of the input signal poles in the parameter spac~:

It is of interest for further discussions to locate these poles in the

complex s-plane and in the complex z-plane as well as considering their

corresponding locations in the parameter space.
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that as we scan the primary strip on the imagi

(w = ~! ~ ~ ) we move along the unit circle of
Ts Ts

wize direction (~ = wT = -~ ~ ~). Similarly as
s

the secondary strip on the imagenary axis of the s-plane

~ 3~ ) we move along the unit circle of the z-plane
Ts

the z-plane in anticlock

As the poles of the signally at equidistant points on the imaginary axis

in the s-plane, we expect that they will be transformed equidistantly on

the unit circle in the z-plane see fig. (4.4.1.). The relation

e
STs jwTs 1'S usedz = = e to transform the poles to the unit circle in

the z-domain. It is clear

nary axis of the s-plane

we scan

(w =

(~ = wT = ~ ~ 3~). The same applies for all other strips. As the pole
s

distribution on every strip is the same it is enough to locate the poles

of the primary strip on the unit circle. Poles of other strips will coin

cide with those of the primary strip.

As we have studied earlier the correspondence between the stability regions

in the z-plane and the parameter space for the second order model, we can

easily pose the poles location on the sides of the stability triangle in

the a
l

- a
2

plane (corresponding to the unit circle in the z-plane),

fig. (4.4.2.). The pole at z = 1 is projected on the lower side of the

triangle; poles on the right hand side of the unit circle are projected

on the lower part of the vertical side (a
2
<0); poles on the left hand

side of the unit circle are projected on the upper part of the vertical

side (a
2
>0). The relative spacing of the poles on the vertical side of

the triangle is the same as the relative spacing of their projections on

the real axis of the z-plane.

Fig. (4.4.1.) and (4.4.2.) show the location of the poles in the s-plane,

z-plane and the a
l

- a
2

parameter plane respectively, for the case of

sampled periodic binary noise signal generated using 3 register elements

8. It is interesting to consider the case of
e

= 4 . The power spectrum in the primary strip

the corresponding pole locations on the unit

with sampling rate T =
s

higher sampling rate say T
s

in the frequency domain and

circle of the z-plane and on the triangle of stability in the parameter

plane are shown in fig. (4.4.3.).

It is obvious that the concentration of poles corresponding to strong

spectral components on the right hand side of the unit circle will lead

to the concentration of singularities corresponding to strong spectral

components on the lower part of the vertical side of the triangle.
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+71 = +lJs/z
-71 = -~/2.
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fig. (4.4.3.)

We conclude that for higher sampling rates the signal power is not uni

formly distributed over the poles on the unit circle of the z-plane,

this applies to the singularities on the vertical side of the triangle

in the parameter plane as well. It is of much interest to note that we

approach uniformity for lower sampling rates. This can be clearly seen

from fig. (4.3.2.) where the signal spectrum is drawn from different

sampling rates.

Q,

4.5. Effect of the input signal spectrum on the error criterion function:

We use "hill climbing" techniques as a tool for minimization;this leads

to an estimate for the unknown model parameters. We expect that the be

haviour of our estimation algorithm as well as the properties of the

resultant estimate are highly dependent on the type and shape of the error

criterion function to be minimized. We have readily discussed in chapter 3

the effect of the type of nonlinearity-in-the-parameters on the properties

of the resultant estimate.
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For the same type of. error function, its shape in the parameter space

has much effect on the behaviour and the convergence properties of the

implemented minimization technique. Thus it seems very important to

study whether the input signal has some effect on the shape of the error

function and, if so, whether it is possible to find the best practical

input signal which results in a desirable shape for the error function.

We devote the remaining part of this chapter to the answers of these

questions.

It is quite reasonable to expect that the effect, if it exi~ts, is direct

ly related to the spectrum of the input signal. In other words, this

effect is due to the corresponding locations of the poles of the input

signal on the boundary of the stability region in the parameter space.

It is helpful to illustrate this by considering an example of a simple

first order model given by

We?)
U (i!) - (2 - 0<)

where a single parameter a is to be

i.e. through the minimization of

The process is given by

estimated in a least squares sense
Ie"

L.. e t
( k)

k=k,

(r - Gl.)

where a is the unknown process parameter. The error e(z) is given by

Y(2) - WeI!) =(-'- - -'-) U(~
(z-a.) ("2-0<)

u. (c)

e(i~) =

(i!-.:t.)(2 -0<)
We will consider the cases of step input sequence, alternating input

sequence and a combination of them.

For a step input sequence (pole at z~ I), u(z) is given by

(2-1)

Making use of the final value theorem,an expression for e (k) as k~ 00
s

folows

li,.", es(k)= LI.~ (~-l) e (2)
k~oO 2~1 ---z- &

It;'''''
(a.. _<7-)

-
Z~J [z - q,) C~ -0<)

- (a - t:tl.) e
(1_ 4 )(1-0() - $00
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~

Consequently we can w~ite for the final squared error (es~)

'1.

e!JcI')
(a_oI)2.

Let the process parameter a = 0.5, then

esr:P 2 - --,_ I- 'Z. P(-
1-01' I-~

:l (/-7..t7. /e...oO -
I-eX

The error and the final squared error can be plotted as function of the

model parameter a as shown in fig. (4.5.1.). Here the parameter axis

coincides with the real axis of the z-plane. The shaded area indicates

the borders of stability (izi ~ 1). The location of the input signal

pole ( z = 1, for step input) is surrounded by a small circle.

:fi.g. (4. 5 .1 . )
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For alternating input sequence (pole at z ~ -1), ~(z) is given by

u.(z) _
:ii!'+1

e Cc) = --'------:--
0. (r-a.)(Z! -0'-)

Since the function e (z) has a pole on the unit circle we can not usea
the final value theorem; alternatively we use the conventional inverse

z-transform techniques

ea. ( 2) ,
I-'2 ("2' - ec.) ("i! + ,) (~- p<)(2 +1)

- -'-(-'- ~+I )-
I (;-v. - I )(1+0.) Z-&\. /+0< 2-+1

( I ') r + -.J-. "& I 'Z
- Ira. 1+0< 7.+1 I+t'. ("i!-Gt) - ~'('Z-"9

From tables of z-transform we can write the following

k
+-'- a

1+ C(

but, since Icos k71 l~ 1, we can write for the final errQr (e )
a oo

lim Ie (Ie) I= I 0( - a. \
k_oo A. (l+d)(I+a.)

Ieo. GO I

where the conditions of stability lal < 1 and lal > 1 were used.

The final squared error(e
2

)is given by
aoo

'2.e
1:100

For the process parameter a ~ 0.5, then

= .1....( 0<- 0·5 )
3 1+0{

e'l. _ .±..(o<_O.5)2-
QOO 9 1+0<

fig. (4.5.2.) shows a plot for e
aoo

2
and e as a function of the model

aoo

parameter a, also shown is the location of the input signal pole (z = -1,

for alternating input) on the parameter axis.
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0·5

I
I
I
I
I
I

fig. ( 4. 5. 2 . )

For a combined step and alternating inputs we can apply the superposition

principle by adding their respective responses. In fig. (4.5.3.) is shown
2the corresponding final squared error (e )coo

0·5

(4. 5.t.)

I
I

f I.

o
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It is of much inte~est to note that e
00

2
and, consequently, e

oo
approach ~n-

finity as the model pole approaches the input signal pole on the stability

boundary. This is due to the fact that the model response Woo approaches

infinity as the model pole approaches the input signal pole on the stabi

lity boundary; this can be easily checked in the last example.

It would be of value to present a proof for the validity of th6 above

conclusion in the general case of higher order model when sUbjected to

general periodic input sequence.

Assume that the model transfer function is given by

where C is a constant, R(z) and Q(z) are rational polynomials in z.

Q(z) may be written as follows
n

Q(2) = (Z-1,) ..... (e-fj-m)····(r-'tn)- }E(e-~Jo,)

where the q 's represent the model poles which may be either real or com
m

plex. It is assumed that the order of Q(z) is equal to or higher than that

of R(z) and that H(z) contains no mUltiple pole. The magnitude of q is
m

less than 1, i.e. Iqml <: 1, since the model is assumed to be stable.

Thus,

H(~) = W(I!) = C.
U(c)

since the input signal is a stationary periodic sequence, its z-transform

may be written as

u(?:) _ R.

where A is a constant, N(z) and D(z) are rational polynomials in z.

D(z) may be written as follows

where d 's represent the input signal poles, they all lyon the unit circle,
s

1. e. Jasl ;::; 1. The order of D(z) is equal to or higher than that of N(z)

and D(z) contains no multiple pole. u(z) can be written as

U.(i!:) = R Nee). nJe -J.s )
S=l

The z-transform of the output sequence is given by
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w (~) - H(r) . u ( -r)

1'1

.rr(r- 't )
.... =/ ,..

Grz)
n+l
JI. (e-f,)
i:= I

The corresponding output sequence can be expressed using the inverse

z-transform

I
271j

where r is the path of integration in the z-plane which encloses all

singularities of the integrand w(z)zk-1. By applying Cauchy's theorem

at P.
1

the contour ~. Thus
11+ l k-12:: residues of w(z)z
t=(

W(k) =

the value of the integral is given by the sum of all residues of
k-l

w(z)z inside

k-l
where p. 's are the poles of w(z)z

1

11+/ G (P,.) (f,;)k
w(k) - L F'(p,: )

i=1
l1+l

, J r(~)

Jr=fi.
IT (~-/j-)r- (r,;) - - j=1d"2
j :#:L

And w(k) can be written in the following form k

11 G('1,.,) . (1,.,) k C G(cis) . (ds )

W-(k) = ~ IT (1",-}t) rr(7-,"~ Js) + S=I rr(Js-dr)ITCcls -1 m)

t'=1 S=I r=, ",==1
~*m ~s

The terms included in the first summation give rise to a decaying res-

ponses, since lqm\ <: 1. The terms included in the second summation give

rise to periodic stati~nary responses, since Idsl = 1. The presence

of the expression IT (ds - ~'") in the terms 0;[ the second summa-,.,,=,
tion explains the fact that if one or more 0;[ the model poles approach

one or more of the periodic input signal poles, then the model response

grows infinitely. This must be clear since the amplitude of the stationary

oscillations due to the terms in the second summation will grow
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infinitely as the value of (d -q ) approaches zero (i.e. the model pole
s m

(qm) approaches the signal pole (d
s
»'

The above analysis explains the behaviour of the error (e ) and its

square (e
2

) in the parameter space in the general case when the model
<Xl

is subjected to a stationary periodic input sequence.

Now, we are in a position where we can say more about the effect of the

signal poles distribution on the error criterion function in the para

meter space. Consider the second order discrete model

t:l~ ? z. + Q~ Z + a.ir
2 2 + tl'L C + a,

E
where

where two unknown parameters Q1 and a2 are to be estimated in a least

squares sense i.e. by minimizing the error criterion
N

_ L. e' (k)
k='

eCk) !J (k) - W ( k)

w:(k) is the model output and y (k) is the process output, whose true para

meters are a
1

= 0 and a
2

= O. The process and the model are subjected to a

periodic binary noise sequence whose poles distribution in the a
1
-a

2
plane

is given in fig.(4.4.2.) and will be repeated here for convenience.

The pole at z=l is projected on the line 1+a2+a1=0 and three conjugate

pairs of complex poles on the unit circle are projected en the vertical

side a1=1, their locations are indicated by cross marks as shown by fig.

(4.5.4.) Since the model response w(k) and, consequently, e(k) approach

infinity as the model poles approach one or more of the input signal poles,

we expect that the error criterion function E possesses singular points

on the locations of the input signal poles in the parameter plane. The

contour lines of the error criterion function E are sketched in fig.

(4.5.5.). It is obvious that none of the "hill climbing" techniques may

successfully be used to locate the minimum if the starting point is chosen

arbitrarily inside the stability triangle, convergence may be achieved if

the starting point is sufficiently far from the irregularities of the

function E along the stability borders. Constrained minimization techniques

may be used more successfully if the opposite gradient direction along the

stability borders points towards the interior of the stability region,

which is not always the case.
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4.6. The choice of a suitable input signal:

After having answered the first question about the effect of the input

spectrum on the shape of the error criterion function, we come to the

second question namely; is it possible to find a suitable input signal?

By suitable input signal we mean one which affects the shape of the error

criterion function in a desirable way (for the implemented minimization

technique) and preferably avoiding us a constrained minimization problem.

a
2.

-I
£:<,

fig. (4.5.4.)

From fig. (4.5.4.) considered in the last section, we feel intuitively

that if all stability borders are singular boundaries of the error crite

rion function then this will result in a suitable shape of the error

criterion within the stability region where, only, one global minimum

exists at the true values of the parameters. It is obvious that singula

rity along the triangle sides 1+a2+a1=0 and 1-a2+~o are attained if the

input signal possesses poles at the points z=l (step input sequence) and

z=-l (alternating input sequence). Points of singularity along the verti

cal side a1=1 corresponds to the poles located on the unit circle
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(excluding the point~ z=l and z=-l). Consequently, it corresponds to the

spectral components in any frequency strip of size W . This implies that
s

singularity along the vertical side is approached, only, by increasing

the density of the equidistant spectral components in each of the fre

quency strips of size wand distributing the signal power uniformly overs
these spectral components, An intuitive and acceptable solution to approach

uniformity in case of MLS input is to decrease the sampling frequency

t 't' 2~such that the repe 1 10n of the spectrum -- would occur within one
2~ Ts

period of the spectrum envelope e- ; a decrease in the density of the

spectral components in the frequency strips will result. This can be

compensated by lowering the frequency of the input signal ~ , which

means increasing the number of states (each of duration 8) in one period

of the signal (i.e. increasing the number of register elements of the

MLS generator).

A theoretical optimal sample rate, which results in a uniform spectrum

may be derived as follows for any signal of finite band width· If the

power spectrum envelope is given by ~ (w) whereuu

ep (w) == 0
1.1. .....

if sampling is performed on the signal with frequency W , the resultant
s

n=W-N
*ep (w) =

!AI.(

spectrUm of the sequence is given by

W+N
)

where

W....:...w. s (Lnte3a oliuisLon)

t.J.
N is an integer satisfying N ~ ~s

Since ~* (w) is periodic with frequency period w
s

' it can be expanded
uu

in a Fourier series in the form

DO

Jk -rs fIJ

* L C
k

<P (w) = e
\AU k=-oo

~

A , J2 if -Jk1; w
c1wC

k
- ~IL(W) e

Ws
_ w,
2"

for a uniform spectrum
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W.s

I J
'2. "*" d.wc - <P (w) =/:-0

0 ws
-~

U/A.

'2.

Q.11J. W,J; -jIcTs W
C

k - JT e:t* (w) e. olw - 0 ~o r a. Ll k =1= 0
IN

5 - "".5 ilIA.

'2.

If a lower bound for the optimal sampl~ng rate (~l) is to be known in

which can beN (N ~~)
~ ~l

given by

CI<

the solution

the sampling

tion w is,
s

this is due

priori, we can calculate a higher bound for..
used in the expression for~(~), then Ck is

IUt.

W.I 1'1
_ I J2 ~

w.s -~ h=-N
2.

of the equation Ck=o for all kro, if it exists, will deliver

fequency w which results in a uniform spectrum. The solu-
s A

in general, not unique. The highest w is to be the optimal;
s

to the fact that, in a fixed time interval more samples can

be generated from the continuous signal for higher sampling rate; further

more, for a periodic signal, the number of spectral components contained

in each frequency strip of size w , obviously, increases for higher
s

sampling rate, which is desirable in our case.

In the following we show the effect of changing the sampling frequency

w around a chosen nominal value w. - '2"" _ '271 tVs S--7j.-T
nNote that N is an odd number given by (2 -1) where n is the number of

register elements used in the MLS generator.

From fig. (4.6.2) it i~ ~een that if the s~pling frequency (271 )

is
is not an integer multiple Of the signal frequency (~), the density of

the spectral components is approximately doubled; on the other hand the

spectral components of the overlaped spectrum will not add together

leading to a nonuniform distribution of the signal power over the spectral

components. A rather uniform distribution is obtained for sampling fre

quencies of integer mUltiples of the signal frequency. This is because the

spectral components of the overlaped spectrum add together.

An advantage can be gained in the case where

I.oJs = 2; (N ± I)
is the presence of a spectral component at frequencies i ± kl1 ~ k= 0,',2, ...
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'-

i -

........

fig. (4.6 . 1. )

--i--i --- --,
I i ~== J;!(Nt ".. ,

An increase in the signal period is obtained

by increasing the number of register ele

ments used in the MLS generator while keeping

the clock frequency unchanged. Another limi

tation is that the number of states in one

Th~s i~ transfered into a pole on the unit

circle of the z-plane at the point z~-l.

this means the presence of a singularity

along the upper side of the stability

traingle (l+a2-al~o) in the parameter plane;

a strong requirement of a suitable input

signal.

So far, we have been concerned with the

choice of the sampling rate for a suitable

input sequence generated from continuous a

periodic signal; the choice of a suitable

period for the continuous signal can, simply,

be found by realizing that the effect of

periodicity is just, the discretization of

the continuous spectrum corresponding to

a certain period of the signal, the resul

ting spectral components are equidistant

with a period of ;~ (T is the signal period).

It follows directly that an increase in the

signal period will result in a higher spec

tral density in the frequency domain. This

is a desirable effect on the spectrum of

the input signal. A finite optimal for the

signal frequency does not exist; practical

constraints may put a lower limit on the

signal frequency. For instance, in the case

of binary noise signal with a clock frequen

cy (JL), the signal period is given by
9

period should not be large as a requirement

for faster generation of input sequence, fas

ter simulation on a digital computer and
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less memory storage requirements. The effect of the signal period on the

error contour lines is demonstrated by increasing the number of register

elements in the MLS generator and fixing the number of samples per state

of the signal. The effect of the sampling rate on the error contour lines

is demonstrated by fixing the number of register elements in the MLS

generator and increasing the number of samples per state of the signal.

This is shown in figures (4.6.2.) where a digital computer was used for the

error contour lines plottings.
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5. Model adjustment techniques

£

lte...."--ttve
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......T"'"'"..... k,

M

lAC Ie)

fig. 5.1.1.

Flow and processing of data in model adjustment techniques using least

squares criterion.

5.1. Introduction:

Estimation in a least squares sense means the minimization of the error

criterion function

E

As we are concerned with models, nonlinear-in-the-parameters, equating the

derivatives ~i to zero will lead to a set of nonlinear equations in the

unknown parameters which, in general, can not be solved explicitly;

solution of the set of nonlinear equations is approached iteratively.

Alternatively, we can use hill climbing techniques on the error criterion

function E where the location of the minimum is to be found, as the origi

nal problem suggests (see fig. 5.1.1.)
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In the last chapter we have seen how the input signal can affect the op

timization problem to be unconstrained one. In this chapter we concen

trate our attention to the unconstrained minimization problem keeping in

mind that constrained minimization problems can be converted into uncon

strained ones by joining the constraints with a penalty function to the

object function E(!).

The methods we shall discuss are iterative "hill climbing" techniques. We

start with an initial guess ~, which has to be in the same global region'

as the location of the required minimum. We generate a sequence ~~' ~3' '"

which should converge to eat which E(!) is minimum. ~i is the it iterate

and the computation of ~i+1' is the i
th

iteration. The model is adjusted

to the new parameter set after each iteration. The sequence is terminated

after a finite number (N) of iterations and we accept 8 as an approxima
-N

The sequence is generated by the relation

where

e.
-L+'

(). +
_L

i th .th is e 1 step g ven by

where~. is a vector
1

scalar such that the

in the proposed i th search direction, andl. is a
1

i
th

step is acceptable (i.e. E(8. 1)< E(8 i »·-1+ -

Here we discuss in some detail about the condition of acceptability. In

the i
th

iteration starting from ~i' we search for ~i+1 in a direction R
along which 8 is given by

~(')..) = 9· + I). P
-L. -

In that direction the criterion function E varies as A is changed, conse

quently, it becomes a function of A alone

E. (~) =
Lf E (Pi. + 'A E)

its derivative is given by

II". (1) = d Fie (1 )
( 0d~ )T ~~

- OAI.f dA
- gl~) . P...
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fig. 5.1. 2.

where £(!) is the gradient vector at !, the quantity

If v. (0) <0 then E(!) decreases when we
1p

direction~. If A

is called the directional derivative of E relative to n at e..
,£. -1

start moving from e. in the
-1

is a sUfficiently small positive scalar, the step ~

is acceptable. On the other hand, if v. (o)~ 0, there may not exist any1p .,

positive value of A for which ~ is an acceptable step. Cu, ~ is an accep-

table direction if v. (0) <0 (fig. 5.1.2.) may help as an illustration.
1P

It can be shown that ~ is acceptable if and only if ~ can be written as

where R is a positive definite matrix and g. ; t(e.). In that case
-1 -1

(0

which proofs the above statement.

A minimization method, is acceptable if all its steps are acceptable. For

any gradient method the i
th

iteration is given by

e.
-L+I

(5'.1. J)

in which different strategies for the choice ofA. and R. leads to different
1 1

minimization methods. The choice of a suitable minimization method is

dependent on the problem at hand. In most of the cases the choice criteria
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is the speed of convergence to the minimum with the required accuracy.

In most of the minimization methods which will be considered here the

function E (A) is
ip

search and is discussed in some

scalar A. is determined such that v (A) ~ 0, i.e. we search in the
1 ip

direction~. for the value A. at which the criterion
1 1

minimum. This process is called linear

detail.

5.2. Linear$~arch (minimization along a line):

Linear search for the minimum is one of the most critical and time con-

J.

given by
all-

2.(£-£(0»
V(o)

suming tasks in any minimization method. This is because of the function

and derivative evaluation needed during the search. It can be performed

with different amount of complexity and sophistication depending on the

required accuracy in locating the minimum. For instance, it will be clear

that the variable metric methods may require more accuracy in locating

the minimum than other methods such as the steepest descent. The method

proposed here is a modified and extended version of the original method

proposed by Davidon and used by Fletcher - Powell and Fletcher - Reeves.

This extension is made to allow flexibility in the required accuracy for

locating the minimum and to count for some critical situation where the

minimum is in the close neighbourhood of the boundary of the feasible

region.

As extrapolation step is estimated based on an available estimate of the
...

unconstrained minimum (E) and the suppositions that the unconstrained

minimum lies on the search direction, and the E(A) is quadratic. The step

is then,

where v(o) is necessarily negative as pointed previously.

An estimate of the unconstrained minimum may not be available and due to

the fact that the unconstrained minimum will generally not lie on the

search direction, the calculated step in equation(5.2.1) will overestimate

A,; furthermore, E(A) may not be quadratic. For these reasons a modified
1

formula for the calculation of the initial step length is given by

z. ( £STif £(0) - £(0))

11"(0)
(5.2.2.)
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where EST may take any reasonable value between 0 and I ( 0 ~ EST (1)

for positive values of E(o) and may take any value more than 1 (EST> 1)

for negative values of E(o). The values of EST can be changed automatically

through the minimization algorithm.

A practical restriction on the step length (h) is

h - d. if o(J<.....".....:..'VfTf-'

otherwise

this limits the step size (h.£) to be of, at most, a unit length along £;

this may garantee the step size to be within the scale of the problem.

After that, doubled distance extrapolation is performed as shown in

fig. (5.2.1.) and the sign of v(h), v(2h), v(4h), ... are examined until

negative v(a) is followed by non-negative v(b), the A is bounded in the

interval (a,b) and can be calculated using a cubic interpolation formula,

define

3. £(a.) - E(b) + 1.1'(0.) + If (b)
(b - a.)

The estimate of A is

if either E(a) or E(b) is less than E(A), the interpolation is repeated

over the sUbinterval (a,1) or (A,b), respectively.

If during the extrapolation we exceeded the boundary of the feasible region

(or, if fine extrapolation is required for better accuracy in locating

the minimum), then one backward extrapolation is performed(with the last

step length, h
b

= h) followed by the usual double distance extrapolation

(with reduced step length, h = 0.1 h); this is shown in fig. (5.2.1.)
f
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~- ------------- ---

fig. 5.2.1. Linear search using doubled distance forward extrapolation.

back extrapolation is used when we exceed the feasible region

and followed by doubled distance forward extrapolation with a

reduced step length.

fig. 5.2.2. Shows a flow chart for a linear search algorithm in which we

follow the steps we discussed above.

In the remaining part of this chapter we shall discuss some

minimization methods; their requirements and their convergence

properties.

5.3. Steepest descent witn minimization along a line:

This is the simplest of the gradient methods governed by tne relation (5.1.1.)
th

where the matrix Ri ~ I (tne identity matrix). The i iteration is given

by

B.
-(.1./ (}. - ~. 3.

-£. l. -10
(5.3.I.)
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A. is determined such that a minimum is reached in the search direc
1

tion (n. =-g ). This direction is called the steepest descent direction
, £.1 -i

since the object function initially decreases most rapidly in that direc-

tion. If the minimum in the current search direction is located accurately,

the new search direction will be, approximately, orthogonal to the

old one, which means

T

p. f· ~ 0
-L+I -L

9,

this is shown in fig.

---/'T-T=-----r---"-7,L---J>"'"'V--+--~L------

fig. 5.3.1. steepest descent with minimization along a line; an optimiza

tion path in the two dimensional case.

It is obvious that this property may avoid us gradient evaluations after

each iteration in the two dimensional case; however, the gradients can be

evaluated after number of iteration to correct for the accumulated errors

in the search direction.

Unfortunately, the convergence can be very slow near the minimum due to

the fact that the gradient vanishes in the neighbourhood of the minimum.

In situations where the curves of constant object function are steep in

one direction but not in the other, inaccuracy in line minimization will

lead to oscillatory behaviour in the optimization path as shown in

fig. 5.3.2., convergence may not be achieved practically and the method

fails to locate the minimum with reasonable accuracy.
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fig.5.3.2. Zigzag optimization

path in case of very steep

ellipsis.

5.4. Newton-Raphson method:

Quadratically convergent methods are those which converge in a specified

number of iterations when applied for the minimization of quadratic func

tions in the unknown parameters. Any general function E(~) can be approxi

mated in a certain neighbourhood of a point 8. by the quadratic
-1.

(5.4.1.)

expansion is utilized around the point 8 .. g. is the gradient
-1. -1

matrix containing theat the point 8., and H. is the Hessian
-J. 1.

derivatives evaluated at the point 8 .. A minimum for the
-1.

quadratic Q (8) exists if the Hessian matrix H. is positive definite and
- 1.

the minimum is found by equating ~Q(~) to zero.
~j

where Taylor's

~E evaluated
d~

second partial

Q. + H. (6· - e· ) - 0
!:!~ L -'+' -I..

which results in the i
th

Newton-Raphson's iteration

I).
-I.+'

-I
(1. - 1-(. 3.
-I. ~-L

(5.4.2.)

It conforms to the general formula for the gradient methods eq . (5.1.1.)

A -1with . = 1 and R. = H. . If E(~) is quadratic, as it is the case in cer-
1. 1. 1.

tain neighbourhood of the minimum, then H. is constant and equals to the
1.

Hessian at the minimum i.e. Q(~) = E(~) at the minimum; hence ~i+1 is a

minimum for E(~) and the method converges in a single iteration. If E(8)

is not quadratic the minimum is reached in more iterations provided that

Hi is always positive definite; this guarantees acceptable iteration steps,

see fig. 5.4.1. Disadvantages of this method are the requirements of second
-1

derivatives evaluation and the determination of the inverse matrix Hi .
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fig. 5.4.1. Illustration of Newton-Raphson convergence in one dimens~onal

space.

Practical limitation is that the method does not converge in the case

where the function to be minimized is not concave at some starting (or

intermediate) point.

5.5. Gauss-Newton method:

This method is an approximation of the Newton-Raphson method when applied

to least squares minimization. It avoids us the second derivatives evalu-

ation. Consider the error equation ~(it.), it can be approximated in a cer

tain neighbourhood of a point 8. by the following linear relation
-1

(5.5.1.)

",her~

~. = ~ ~~) I
l. ?>~T ~=Pc:.

where Taylor's expans~on is utilized around 8. up to the 1st order term.
--1

Now, if we employ weighted least squares m~nimization then

£(P) = bT(p) IN! f un
T

- (~L' + G;i A ~i.) Lv' (§, + Gi. A ill.)
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The minimum is found by equating to zero

which results in the i
th

iteration of the Gauss-Newton method

(5.5.2.)

blAt Cl f(~») = ;}. =
~i r;. -L

-~

and the i
th

iteration can be written as

(5.5.3.)

with Ai = 1 and R
i

tion of H. used in
1

which conforms to the general formula of the gradient method eq. (5.1.1.)
T -1 T

=(2G. W G.) . Note that (2G. W G.) is an approxima-
1 1 1 1

the Newton Raphson method, since

and W
kr

o " n
- --{ eT(~) W e(9)] = 2. G:WG.+ '2 L (L: '{ er(9i.)) M(9(.')

()~/l~T - -- L ~ k=I 1":1 ",t" - k

the length of the vector e(8), M (ij) = ~7. ek(~)
-- Ie ~9c:d~

H.
(.

n is

is the element W(kr) of the matrix W.

where the second term is dropped in Gauss-Newton method. It is obvious

that this approximation is valid in the neighbourhood of the minimum

since e. is small. It is interesting to note that if the error equation
-1

~ (~) is linear, then this method is equivalent to the Newton-Raphson

mehtod; they both converge in a single iteration. Since the matrix
T

(G. W G.) is a positive definite (or at least semi definite) Gauss-Newton
1 1

method is more applicable for the minimization of general functions.

5.6. Marquardt method:

In order to insure the positive definitness of the matrix R., the following
1

modification is suggested by Marquardt (1963)

e.-, ...'
-/

9·-(A.+,LL.:I) fl·_I. (. /. _I. I - identity matrix (5.6.1.)
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chosen such that R. is
1

iteration steps. We shall

which conforms to the general ~ormula of the gradient methods eq.
-1

withA. = 1 and R
i

::; (A. +r. Xl ,where~. is
111/1

positive definte this will guarantee acceptable

(5.1.1.)

see that the Marquardt iteration is derived from the minimization of the

quadratic approximation of E(e) around e., under the constraint
- -1

T
.6 e· b. ~i. = C_I. whe.Y"e .:l P,; = &_ B·

- _I.

consider the quadratic approximation of E(_e) around 8. is given by
-1

used in Newton-RaphsonH·L
(2 G: W G.) used in Gauss-Newton method.

1 1

constraint with a lagrange multiplier (i~i) to the quadra-If we join the

where A. may be, the exact Hessian
1

method, or the approximate Hessain

tic Q<'~)

F(§)

Minimum is found by differentiating w.r.t. 6e. and equating to zero
-1

which leads to the Marquardt iteration given above.

quadratic approxi
T

68. 68, = C.
-1 --J.

(Newton method)if

if

In other words the step 68. finds the minimum (of the
-1

mation of E(!) around 8.) on the hypersphere given by
-1

The size of the hypersphere depends on~i where

-I

- R,'= R,:
- Rt• /,.-'.I. (steepest descent method)

Fig. 5.6.1. will help as an illustration for the Marquardt iteration.

~i can be chosen in each iteration in such a way to obtain an acceptable

step (i.e. E(~i+1) <E(~i)' Many algorithms were proposed for the choice

of;"i within the minimization method; they are available in many sources

and will not be discussed here. Marquardt method has shown to be very

successful in practice. Disadvantages are the possible requirement for the

second derivations in the matrix Ai and its inversion.
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B,

Nt!4Wk~

,IA.. = 0

fig. 5.6.1. Illustration of Marquardt iteration in the two-dimensional case.

5.7. Variable Metric methods:

These are quadratically convergent methods where the evaluation of the

second derivatives matrix and the determination of its inverse are not

meeded; instead, more steps (usually n, the number of variable parameters)

are required to reach the minimum of a quadratic function rather than a

single step if the inverse of the Hessian of the quadratic function is

known. These methods follow the general formula of the gradient methods

repeated here for convenience

== 9· - A. RL• Sl'_L L-

here ~i is chosen such that E(Q) is minimum along the search direction

(- R. g.). The matrix R. is updated after each iteration in such a way
1 -1 1

that it is always positive definite and it becomes the inverse of the

Hessian of the quadratic function after n iterations. The term "Variable

metric" was introduced by Davidon (1959) as to indicate the automatic

updating of the matrix R .. This updating process is based on the construc-
1

tion of n mutually conjugate directions which can be used to form an

expression for the inverse of the Hessian at the minimum; furthermore,

a linear conbination of these directions form the step to the minimum of

the quadratic function as will be seen in the following.
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Consider the quadratic approximation of E(~} around the point ~.
1

(5. ':1 .1.)

is a symmatric positive definite matrix and

If E(.e..} is quadratic then E(~} = Q(~}.

The directions p. and P. are said to be conjugate w.r.t. H. if
-1-J 1

T

1,' HL.PJ - 0 (5.7.2.)

(5.7.3.)

If the directions E1 , E
2

' ... , En are mutually conjugate, then they are

linearly independent and theJspan an n-dimensional space. This means

that any vector in that space can be written as a linear combination of

the E i 's, consider the step li 1~= ~- i~ ; it can be written as

n
L. 0(. PL£=1 I. -

Substitution in Q(~}, equation (5.7.1.) we can write

h

= E(8(.·) + L (01. 9: PI.' + L d..
1 r/ H. fi. )

- i.= 1 ~ _(, - 2 I. -. (, -

using the mutual conjugancy of the p. 'so Now Q is a function of the sca
-1

lars a 's and the step to the minimum can be written as
i

(5.7.4)

where the scalars A. 's are determined in such a way as to minimize
1

Q(a
1

, ... ,an)' It is Obvious that the minimization w.r.t. each ~ can be

done independently by minimizing the term

(
0(. Q.

T f. + ..L 0(.1. f.. T H. P:)
L 1, -L '2. L _. I.-~
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since the analytical expression for ).
L

(5.7.5.)

can not be used because of the absence of information about H. ; alterna
1

tively, we use the fact that along the direction ~i' Q ~ a function of,

only, a,. Hence linear search for the minimum of Q(a.) along the direc-
1 1

tion ~i will provide us the value of Ai' and the minimum of the quadratic

Q(~) is located by a sequence of linear search along the mutually conjugate

direction Pl' .,., P . The inverse of the Hessian H. can be constructed- =-n 1

from the £i's. This will be clear if we rewrite the step ~~i as follows

by SUbstituting for A. 's their analytic expressions in equation (5.7.5)
1

p.
-L

(5.7.6.)

which if compared with the Newton step to the minimum of a quadratic

/\

l::J. 9· _
-L

we can write immediately the relation

"L
i.=/

1'. p. T-' -,
P·T H· f..-, , -~

(5.7.7.)

In the preceeding analysis we have seen that the construction of n mutually

conjugate directions provides the necessary steps to the minimum of a

quadratic function of n variables, as well as the determination of the in

verse of its Hessian. All procedures which constructs such a set of mutu

ally conjugate search directions are quadratically convergent (minimum is

located after n linear searches) when applied to quadratic functions. They

are iterative when applied to nonquadratic functions with the advantage

of quadratic convergence properties when the minimum is approached; this

because any general function can be well approximated with a quadratic in

the vicinity of its minimum. This is a very important feature since it in

sures that the minimum will be located exactly avoiding the ossillatory

behaviour of other methods such as the steepest descent.
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Many ways have been proposed in the literature for the construction of

the mutually conjugate directions. In the remaining part of this section

we will mention the most popular and efficient ones; the first is due to

Oavidon (1959) and reformulated by Fletcher and Powell (1963), the second

is the conjugate gradient method due to Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) and

was applied to function minimization by Fletcher and Reeves (1964), A

modification to the conjugate gradient method will lead to a procedure

which posseses the properties of the Oavidon-Fletcher-Powell procedure

when applied to nonquadratic functions.

5.7.1. The conjugate direction method: (The Davidon-Fletcher-Powellmethod)

The search direction vector £i is generated form the relation

- Ri. 9·
-(,

where R. is updated as follows
1

Ri +1 - R. + c. + D.
l- I. l

The matrices C, and 0, are given by
1 1

T

C. A~i. Ii~':-t. Ii B:· Ii
-~ -

D. K }. "t.T (?.
-(. - I. I.

l. Pi. T
Ri.li.

I:l e· - - ~. Pi - - 'A. R.: :J._l- I. - l. _(,

9- - ,.
-1.+1 -(.

-'I; - H g. - HB.. = H~ 9,.
~ _1.+1 -~ -.

(5.7.8.)

(5.7.9.)

(5.7.l0)

(5.7.ll.)

(5.7.l2.)

(5.7.l3.)

(5.7.l4.)

where H is the Hessian of the quadratic function under consideration.

The initial matrix R
1

(R
1

~ 0
1

, since C
1

~ 0) can be chosen arbitrarily,

provided it is symmetric and positive definite. The unit matrix is usually

chosen and the first iteration is taken in the steepest descent direction.
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The matrix C
i

can be written as follows

C.
t.

f; P~ T
_to - (5.7.15.)

C. are successive approximations to the inverse of the
1

Reference to equation (5.7.6.) will show that the sequence of matrices

Hessian and con
-1

verges to the correct value after n iterations; hence C = H . It is
n+1

interesting to mention that the Cils has no influence on the generation

of the mutual conjugate directions (Sorenson, 1969). The sequence of

matrices D. are orthogonal projection operators; thus, D. 1 projects any
1 1+

vector onto a subspace orthogonal to the gradient difference vectors

~1' ~i (or equivalently, H~1' ... , H~i) and spanned by directions

Ei +1 , En' The matrix D
n

+1 projects any vector onto a sUbspace ortho-

gonal to n linearly independent gradient difference vectors which is not

possible; hence, D 1 = o.
n+

The last paragraph implies the convergence of R. to the inverse of the
1

Hessian; i.e. R 1 = H-
1

when the iterations are applied to a quadratic
n+

function. In the meanwhile the conjugate directions add linearly together

resulting in the required step to the minimum as we have seen before.

When the method is applied to nonquadratic functions, the direction vectors

are not mutually conjugate and the matrix R. is no longer an approximation
1

to the inverse of the Hessian of the minimum. In the vicinity of the mini-

mum the function can be well approximated with a quadratic and the con

vergence properties of the method starts to manifest themselves. An

important property for the method when applied to nonquadratic functions

is that the directions p. is always orthogonal to the gradient difference
-1

vector Yi~1; this avoids the search directions to be parallel (or almost

parallel) thus allowing new directions to be explored.

5.7.2. The conjugate gradient method: (The Fletcher-Reeves method)

First, we present a brief analysis of the method followed by a summary of

the computational procedure.
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In the following analysis many relations can be proved, only, by induc

tion. We will proof some relations assuming the mutual conjugacy of the

generated search directions

Tp. H f·
-I. -J o (5.7.16.)

where H is the Hessian of the quadratic function under consideration.

These relations are used to derive the formulaes for generating the

mutually conjugate search directions.

Starting from an initial point ~1' the initial direction is taken in the

steepest descent direction, so

!, = - ~-I (5.7.17.)

A new point is determined using the well known iteration formula

p. = n. _ A. P;
-L+'.!(' \, - .. (5.7.18.)

where A. is determined by linear search for the minimum along the direc
1.

tion P., so that the following relation holds
-1.

T f .
.!It.+1 -, - o (5.7.19.)

We will proof the following orthogonality relation

T p.
J,;+I -J

o J ~ L (5.7.20.)

From equation (5.7.18.) we can write

~C\8. = (). _ ~ A
-~+, -J-+I r=j+1 l"

J <l.

multiplying both sides by the Hessian H, it follows
l

~ A H P
r= j+1 r -r j < L

and therefore, using equations (5.7.16.) and (5.7.19.)

p.T J.
-J _ '+1

T
P. 9·
-J -J

o
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which in combination with equation (5.7.19.) results in equation (5.7.20.)

This means that g. 1 is orthogonal to the sUbspace spanned by
-1+

£1 J £2' ... , .Ei ·

At the new point 8 a new search direction is generated using the
-i+1'

relation

fl·..., - -!J. +~. p.
T -l+I ~ -~ (5.7.2~.)

g. are within the sub
-1

orthogonal to all pre-

It is clear that £i is a linear combination of the gradient vectors

Ki , ~i-1' ... , K1 ; this implies that £1' £2' ... ,

space spanned by PI' P2' .,. p .• and hence g. 1 is
- - -1 -1+

vious gradient vectors ~i' K
i

- 1 , .,. , ~1' then the following relation

holds

T!J . J.
-L -J

o (. =l=j (5.7.22.)

Now we are in a point to determine Si such that the mutual conjugacy of

the generated direction, expressed by

p. T r:>H,:-t+, -Co - 0

is satisfied, this results in

~t+,- ~ 1~0-1i + ~l-\ fc:-,)

Q. + R. Q -: Q. _ R. R. 3-: P;-l
:!~+, rL ~1- i!(. r~ r~_1 -10 -,

- 0

o

hence, the scalar should satisfy the relation

[3.
(.

(5.7.23.)

We can summarize the conjugate gradient algorithm in the following steps,

1. Starting from the point ~t as an initial guess for the location of the

minimum, we take the steepest descent direction as a search direction.

2. Linear search for the minimum is performed in direction P. and ~. 1 is
-1 1+

the location of the minimum on that direction, (~. 1 =~. - A' P.)·
1+ 1 1-1
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3. New search direction P. 1 from the point
-1+

f.-'+' = - 3. +~. f·_'+' t -I.

following

4. Repeat from the second step until either i = n+l (n is the number of

unknown variables) or the stopping criterion is satisfied.

This algorithm is guaranteed, apart from rounding errors to locate the

minimum of a quadratic function of n variables in at most n steps. When

applied to nonquadratic function, the algorithm is ite+atiye rather than

n-step algorithm and a test for convergence is required for termination.

For this reason the algorithm is modified in such a way that the itera

tions are performed in cycles each of (n+1) steps. From the last point

in the last cycle starting with the steepest descent direction we search

for the minimum in (n+l) conjugate directions, where an additonal itera

tion is performed to compensate for the accumulation of rounding errors

in the first n iterations. Cycles are repeated until the termination

criterion is satisfied or no reduction in the function is obtained in

number of cycles.

Advantages of this method are the simplicity of implementation and the

modest storage requirement; where space for only three vectors being

required (~,£ and £) which makes the method preferable for problems with

large number of variables. A disadvantage when it is applied to nonquadra

tic functions is the possibility of having successive search directions

being almost parallel resulting in a very slow convergence; this is this

avoided by starting a new cycle of iterations from the steepest descent

direction after every (n+1) steps. In the neighbourhood of the minimum

the quadratic convergence properties are valid and the minimum is located

with a high accuracy.

5.7.3. The modified conjugate gradient method:

This method combines the computational simplicity of the conjugate gradient

method and the basic property of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method when

applied to nonquadratic functions; namely, the orthogonality of the search

direction p. 1 to the gradient difference vector y ..
-1+ -1
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It is theoretically identical to the conjugate gradient method when

applied to quadratic functions.

Starting from an initial point .~1' the initial direction is taken in

the steepest descent direction, so

= - B-I
A new point is determined from

where A
1
. is determined by linear search along the direction p. such that

-1

o (5.7.24.)

Note that for nonquadratic functions, the relation

T"

J. f·-l.,., -J
o

does not hold, since the mutual conjugacy property of the generated

directions is not preserved. Consequently, the relation

o

does not hold as well for nonquadratic functions.

At the new point ~i+l' a new direction is generated using the relation

- - 3· +~. Pt-1.+1 L -
(5.7.25.)

where B. is to be determined such that the following orthogonality proper
1

ty always holds

T

1:: 11.+1 o (5.7.26.)

i. (..

(5.7.27.)

we can also write, using equation (5.7.24.) and (5.7.25.)

ft·<.
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The computational algorithm is the same as that of the conjugate gradient

method except that equation (5.7.27.) is used for the determination of S..
1.

5.8. Termination:

If one of the quadratically convergent methods is applied to quadratic func

tion, then a possible criterion for stopping is to allow certain number of

iterations (possibly depending on the number of variables) within which

the method is known to be convergent. But if the function under considera

tion is nonquadratic and/or if the method is not quadratically convergent

then we need to design a stopping criterion for termination. A natural

choice is the vanishing of the gradient, but this is unlikely to be realized

in practice because of rounding errors. A practical choice for the stopping

criterion which is usually adopted in literature is the following test

~/or

E(~,) - E(€t'+l)

1 8, t - 9-\-1+ -~

for prescribed small values of f E and f e

i.e. the reduction in the function and/or the change in all the variables

over a number of iterations (~) is smaller than prescribed small values

€E and Ee respectively. This is a suitable criterion since. The conjugate

direction methods are particularly liable to converge slowly over a number

of iterations, then to make sudden progress.

5.9. Conclusions:

For minimization of nonquadratic functions, it seems very reasonable to

start with the steepest descent method until the minimum is approached or

the progress becomes slow, then we switch to one of the quadratically con

vergent methods. The conjugate gradient is attractive method due to its

simplicity and storage requirements. Fig. 5.9.1. shows a flow chart for a

minimization algorithm in which one of three methods (steepest descent,

conjugate gradient and modified conjugate gradient) can be chosen according

to program parameter, this parameter can be changed in the program to switch

from one method to another.
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6. Results

This chapter is devoted to the presentation and discussion of some results

of parameter estimation routines in which we apply some of the ideas and

techniques discussed in previous chapters. All routines are implemented
•on a digital computer which is used to simulate the process as well as

the model and to generate the input sequence. Plotting routines
T

were

implemented and used to draw the error function contour lines in the

parameter-plane.

6.1. Discription of simulations:

Since the process and the model are simulated digitaly, the input signal

is a sequence of numbers representing a sequence of samples taken from a

continuous signal. In chapter 4, we discussed in detail the choice of a

suitable input signal with a special emphasis on the case where the con

tinuous signal is a periodic Pseuds Randam Binary Noise (PRBN) generated

by a Maximum Length Sequence (MLS) generator. The choice of the number

of register elements used in the generator was discussed and found to

be constrained practically by the length of the signal period. The choice

of the sampling rate was studied in detail and we found a practical

sampling frequency to be an integer multiple of the continuous signal

frequency (around the clock frequency of the generator).

Most of the results were obtained using as an input a PRBN sequence taken

from a MLS generator with 7 register elements (i.e. N = ~-1 = 127 signal

states) and sampling frequency equals to the clock frequency of the MLS

generator (i.e. one sample for each state). This sequence of samples

(u(k), k = 1, ... N) in addition to a combination of step and alternating

sequences are applied periodically till stationarity of the model is

achieved, the corresponding stationary output sequence is taken for further

processing.

*) PDP-II minicomputer was used for simulations and routines implementa

tion

+) Drawings were realized using a Tektronix display device connected to

the PDP-II minicomputer.
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6.1.2. Process:

The adopted process is a second order linear process given by its dis

crete-time transfer function

at ;5 Z + a5" 2' + aIt

aJc't.+az.2 + Q/

The process is simulated on a digital computer and is sUbjected to a

suitable chosen periodic input sequence (u(k» which, together with the

stationary process output sequence (y(k» form the data needed for the

estimation procedure.

6.1.3. Model and sensitivity model:

The model is assumed to be of the same order as the process and is given

by its discrete time transfer function

I?(, ifz + cA, if + O<Jt

0<3 r Z + r;(z. 2 + c<,

The model is simulated on a digital computer and is sUbjected to the same

periodic input sequence as the process. The stationary model output se-

quence \w(k» together with the stationary process output sequence (y(k»

form the error sequence (e(k».

3.2.1.).

the parameters a
3

, a
2

and a
1

can be derived from a sensitivity

the parameters a
6

, as and a
4

can be explicitly derived from the

The error sensitivity w.r.t.

( ~e(Jc) ~elk) <leo:»)
~o(d' } ~oC5 ' (ld-~

model. The sensitivity w.r.t.
( "0 eO:) 0 e ( Ie) 2l e (k) )

~or.) } ~o('L } ~O<l

model (as discussed in section

The sensitivity model is simulated simultaneously with the model and is

sUbjected to the model output sequence (w(k». The error criterion values

as well as its sensitivity w.r.t. the parameters are used in the proposed

model adjustment technique.

6.1.4. Error criterion function:

We adopt a least squares error criterion given by the sum of squared error

sequence in one

E

period of N samples

'"L e2
Ck)

Ie =1
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where the error sequence (e(k), k=l, "" N) is taken after model sta

tionarity is attained. The error sample e(k) is given by

e (k) = ~ (k) - w ( 1<:.)

Utilizing z-transformation we can write

Y("2) _ W (r)

It is obvious that e(z) and consequently e(k) are linear in the parameters

a
6

, a
5

and a
4

and they are nonlinear in the parameters a
3

, a
2

and a
1

.

We conclude that the error criterion E is a quadratic function of the

parameters a
6

, a
5

and a
4

and it is a nonquadratic function of the para

meters a
3

, a
2

and aI' This will make it convenient to test different

minimization algorithms on various types of error criterion. This must be

clear, since if we fix the parameters a
3

, a
2

and a
1

to their true values

and let the parameters a
6

, a
5

and a
4

be adjustable; this will lead to a

purely quadratic error criterion. On the contrary if we fix the parameters

a6' a5 and a4 and let the parameters a
3

, a 2 and a 1 be adjustable; this

will lead to a nonquadratic error criterion. A combined error criterion

which is quadratic in some of the parameters and nonquadratic in other

parameters results when adjusting one or more of the parameters a
6

, a
5

and a4 together with one or more of the parameters a
3

, a
2

and a
1

.

6.1.5, Minimization algorithm: (Model adjustment technique)

In general, the error criterion E may be nonquadratic function, Conse

quently we use implicit model adjustment techniques to approach the mini

mum of E. Starting in a steepest descent direction from an initial point

£1 in the parameter space, a new point is given by

0<.
- t+'

t'l'. + 'A. P
L
,

- L L -

where p. (the search direction is generated according to the adopted mini
-1

mization method and A. is a scalar determined such that E(a. 1) is minimum
1-1+

along the search direction p. ,
-1
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We adopt the conjugate gradient method for its attractive properties

such as simplicity, quadratic convergence and modest storage require

ments. The modified conjugate gradient and the steepes descent methods

were also used for reasons of comparison. They all use the following

relations to generate the search directions

I, - 9-,

wAere

and S. is different for each algorithm
1

Steepest descent:

Conjugate gradient:

Modified conjugate gradient:

where
y.
-L

In the following we will demonstrate the behaviour of the ~entioned

algorithm when applied to various types of error criterion function for

the estimation of the parameters of different processes.
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~PEST DESCENT "ETHOD ( C' )

A( t : t~ 12 " A(31 A(. I Ac5 ) A E

JSTA8lE PARA"ETERS F F F T 'T

~ PAIlA"ETER5 0.0&&0E+00 e.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 ~.5447E-el 0.7601E-01 0.00E.'E+00 e.0000E+00

~T PARAI'l£TER5 0.0e0eH0e e.0000E+00 0. 10e0E"01 0.2000E+01 0.S000E.el 0.000e£+00 0.373~E+06

~~TION NO.
1 0.ele0E+0e e.00teE+00 o .1000E+el 0.3173E+0: 0.3023E+01 0.0000E+00 0. 1085E+06
2 0.e000[+00 e.00eeE+a0 0.1000E+01 0.6205E+00 0.1508E+01 0.0000E+00 0.3157E+05
3 0.ee0e[+e0 e.0000E+e0 e .1000E+01 0.9617E+0e 0.9335E+00 0.e000E+00 0.9186E+04
4 e.ee0eE+.e e.00e0E+0e 0.1000£+01 0.2191E+00 e.4927E+0e 0.0e0eE+00 0.2672E+04
5 0.et00E+0e 0.0000E+00 0. 1010E+01 0.3184E+00 e.3255E+00 0.0ee0E+00 '.7174E+0'3
6 0.e0eeE+.e 0. 0000E+0& l.l..0E+el 0.1024E+00 '.1912E+00 0. 000eE+00 •• 2262E+03
1 0.e..lE.te 0.0000E+00 •• 1...[+.1 0.1313E+01 '.1486E+00 0••eeeE+ee '.6579E+e2
I 0.....E... e.000eE+80 ,.lN1E••1 0.6840E-'1 '.1113E+00 0.0.etE••• '.1914E+02
I 0........ 0.0e00E+00 ..lN1E••1 0.7681£-'1 '.8112£-01 0. "MIE." •• 5568E+01

1', ......... e.00e0E+0e •• 1...+11 0.5852£-'1 ..1621E..,01 0........ •• 162eE+01
11 ......... '.e000E·e0 '.1"'+11 0.60g'£-'1 '.1215£-01 e ........ '.4112£+00
18 ......... ..0ee0E+II '.1"'.'1 0.SSESE-'1 '.?IIVE-01 0........ '.1371£+00
13 ......... '.10eeE+" '.1"'.'1 0.5636£-'1 ••1181E-e1 e ........ '.3188E-01
14 ......... • ...eeE+.. '.1"'.'1 e.S481E-'1 ••1&11£-e1 ......... '.l1ieE-el
lS ......... •••••IE+.. '.1"'+11 41.10511£"'1 '.1153(-'1 ......... '.3311E-82
11 ......... '.MeIE.." •• 1...+11 '.10451£"'1 '.1121E... l ......." '.1118£-413
11 ......." ......+" '.1"'+11 '.54631-'1 '.1111£-'1 ......." ....£-43
11 ......... ......+" '.1"'+11 '.&4HE...1 '.?HIt-'l ......." '.13tII-44
11 ......... ......... '.1"'+11 '.&412£"'1 '.?HK-41 ......... ••1411£.....
It ......... ......... '.1"'+11 ........-.1 '.?&eX...l •.....+" ••1tIK-tS
11 ......... ......... '.1"'+11 '.144.-'1 '.1"'-'1 ......... .......-tI

[MTO 'MMarUi MEl
u· •••••••••••IE...
I). • •••••••••••E~
I). ••1•••••• I ••E~1
u· '.54413&"''''1
5) • •• .,.....371E-41
5)- ••••I.I•••••E~
~ -- ' .....1U ESTIMTJOH

-5"

l~f(6. 2.1)

-0

- -'S'

-- ------,----.--------,r----

5 -

,
I.,

5
I
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IH 1)

rUSTIlaLE PARFlttET£RS F

IE PARNIETERS •••teeE+"
IRT PMFlMTERS •••••••••

:RATION rro.
1 •••'tIE+••
2 •••••IE...

rl"F1T£D PFlRA~£TERS AREI
1)- 8£•••
I)- E+••
3)- •• 1 E+.l
4)- '.1447125435£-'1
I)e '.111I784382£-'1
I)e ...........IE+••
.. - PMMETER ESTlMTJOft
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Al2 ) 11(3) A( .. ) AlS) A(& ) £
F' F T T F

'.'HeE+.e '.1.HE+.1 •• 5....7E-.l '.7&elE-'1 '.eeteE••• e.....E·..

' .••eeE+" •. 1ee.E•• l •. a".E+'l •• 5telE+'1 ......E·" '.3731£+8&

e••eeeE+" '.1He£+'1 '.3173E·'1 '.3.23E+.1 •• te'lE+ee '.1'85£+'6
'.eH'E+e. e.1HI£+'1 '.5447£-'1 ,.76.1E-'1 • ....IE+•• '.3114£-86

s

s-
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[TERATIOH HO.
1 8.8"'£+"
2 8.HeeE+'8

~STIPIATED PARA"ETERS ~EI
I( 1)- 8 8E+••
I( 2)- •••te•••••••E+"
I( 3)- •• 1•••••••••E+81
I( 4)- '.S447••6226E-.l
I( 5)- '.?III975.37E-81
~(I)- E+..
JTCI' -- fIMMITER ESTIMTlOft

,"

~JUSTA8LE PARA"€TERS

iRUE PARAfitETERS

.TART PARAPIETERS

A( 1l

F'

8 .....E+..

......E+..

A(2)

F

e.eee'E+8'

......E...

......E+..
•.•eeeE+"

A(3)

F'

e.leeeE+.l

8.1888E+81

'.IM8E+'1
'.1"'E+81

A(,,>

T

8.S....7E-.l

8. 28.8E +81

..3173E+81
8.5....7E-.l

ACSl ACSI

T F

8.76'lE-81 ......E+..

'.S...E+.1 ......E+.8

'.3.23E+.l .....8£+..
'.7681E-'1 •••eteE+H

E

......E+..

•• 3731E+.6

..1,,5E+16
8. 28tSE-.e

~
I
I
I

I
-5

hj-(o.2.3)

-5"

~t
I

----~

5 -

-0<
t
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~~T D£SC[~T "ETHOD (0)

iii ( i ) AI~) A(3) AI" ) A(5 J A(6 ) E

IUSTABLE ~~A~TERS T T F F F F'

J£ PMAMT[R5 •• " ••E+" ......E·•• 8.1••8E••l •• 5....7E-81 '.76'1E-'1 • .•••0E+•• • •••••E•••

"'T PARA",ETERS '.SI"'E+" '.18••E•• l 8.1"'E·'1 •• 5....7E-.l '.7681E-'1 •.•••0E·•• • .....5S1[~...

~RATIO" NO.
1 '.51"73£+" • . 17..8E·81 '.l•••E+.l •. 5....7E-.l '.76.1E-.l '.88eeE.8. '.22'7[.'"
a '.8678£." • •16S16E••1 '.l...E·.l •. 5....7E-81 '.76'lE-81 •.••••E.8. '.16"e[.'"
:3 '.51282£." • .1612E+'1 '.1"8[·'1 •. 5....7£-.1 •• 7681E-81 ' .•8••E••• 8.1'4g[·e..
4 '.87S13£." 8.1617E+81 '.U"'E.'l '.54..7E-.l '.7681E-'1 e,""E+" '.876IE••3
5 •• 8i12E+" 8. 12S11£.81 '.1.ME••1 8.5447E-'1 '.75'1[-81 ......E••• '.48'5[+83
& '.7"'2[." '.1254E•• l •• I...E•• l ••5....7E-81 '.7H1E-'1 ......... '.2766£+83

" '.7111£+11 '.3S1'S£+" '.I.teE••l '.5447E-'1 '.7581E-'1 .....eE... '.13S13£~'3
1 ••71_-'1 '.3726E+" •• IH1E·.1 '.5447E-'1 '.7MlE-'1 0.M'I[+" ••1&&3£+82
i •• 1..1.... ....18S15[-.1 •• 1.....1 •• 5....7E-.l '.*11:-81 •• etME... '.35I..E..l
l' •• II1K...l .... 38.8[-.1 ,.lte1£••1 '.54,,7[-'1 '.'?II1E-Il 8.1ttII... '.1&&3E."
U '.U"IE-'1 .... 1759E-.2 '.lte1£..1 ••5..47[...1 •• '?litE-I1 8.1teI£... '."3£-81
1. •• 1......... ....3628[-.2 ..1.....1 •• 5....7£...1 '.'?IItE-ll •• IteI£... '.14&3£-'2
13 ••11&31.... .... 1463[-.3 •• 1.....1 '.5447£"'1 '.'?II1E"'1 ••IteI£... ' ••8E-83
1" '.13141-0 ....3I1S1E-.3 '.lte1£..1 '.5441'1"'1 '.'?II1E...l 8.1teI£+.. ..n'fE-'"11 '.IIISE-H .... laME-... ..1.....1 8.5441'1"'1 '.'?II1E...l ......... ..1....-8S
II ••u ...... .......73[-... '.lte1£"l '.S44?E...1 '.'?IItE...l ......... •• 11441:....

'IMTO 'MMETDS ME•
1)• ••11......,..,......
• )........7IM3t.....)).

::l::::::::II~t).
I)· •• '?II1........!
I)· ••••••••••••E...

UP - PMlJETD UTIMTIOtI

2-

T ----r
IX' !

z..'

I--~~r /';(02f)

-2
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AC 1>

JUSTA8LE PARA"ETE~S T

UE PARAMETE~S 8.8'8tE+..

~~T PARA"£TERS 8.ge'8f+"

E~ATION HO.
1 ••9~73E·II
2 - •• 32t9E+••
3 -e. 1761E+"
" - •• ~17tE-'1
5 '.2951E-'2
6 8.s.aK-...

TI~TED PARA"ETERS AREI
1)•••sti92e9a'6E-8~
2). -I.1&13867747E-84
3). ..1 E+.1
4). ..I44I;99893E·'1
S). ..?II1•••369E-.l
I). • ..........eE...

.. - PMflfIETER [STIMTIOM

A(al

T

8....eE+ee

•• 1888E+81

'.1748E.01
'.1914E+"
-'.~289E-'1
'.S258E-el
•• 234SE-82
-'.557~E-8~

A(3) A(" ) A(5) illS) E

F F F F

e.18eer+el 8.5447E-81 •• 7681E-81 •. ee8eE+.8 '.8••eE+"

8.1"'E+81 8.54~7E-81 '.76'lE-'1 '.'''8£+'' 8.44S9E+8~

8.1..8E·81 8.5447E-'1 '.7S81E-'1 ......E+.. 8.aa87E+,4
8.1"'£+81 e.5~~7E-81 8.76elE-81 ....teE+.8 8.5122£+82
'.l...E+.l 8.5~47E-'1 e.7681E-01 e.8••eE+" •• 9921E+ll
'.1...E+.1 e.5~47E-'1 8.76'lE-'1 e.8ee'E+88 •• 7875E+I'
•• 1188£••1 •• 54~7E-'1 8.7681E-81 ......E+.. •• 318H:-12
8.1NeE.'1 •• 5~47E-'1 •• 7611E-81 8••8IeE..I •• 79~6E-86

-2
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rST DESCE.NT rtETHOD (0)

A(1) A(2) A(3) IItC .. ) AC5 ) AC6> E

ADJUSTABLE PARAftETERS T T T T T T

TRUE PARMETERS •••••8£+•• ••••••E+•• '.18"E+01 •• 5....7E-IU ,.76'lE-.1 •.••88E+•• '.8te8E+'8

START PARMETERS ••5tt8E+.. '.5"8£+'. 8.1"'E+'1 8.2888E+'1 '.38'8E+81 8 .....8E+81 8.1'2"E+87

ITERATI~ NO.
1 '.72t8£+.. -'.6'32E+'. 8.1"'£+81 -8.1 ....5E+•• 8.3513E+88 -'.118g[+88 8.6....g[+...
i! '.6335£+" -'.55131£+" 8.1"'£+11 8.1857E-81 8.6235E-'1 '.S168"E-'2 ....5~6E+.2
3 '.&283£+" - •• 55122£+18 '.1...E+.1 • .1.52E-.1 '.6855E-'1 '.2521E-'2 ....361£+12.. '.62'8E+" - •• 5S113E+" '.l"'E+'l 8.1363E-'1 '.6837E-'1 '.6568E-'2 ....233E+82
5 8.6168£+" -'.59t?E+" •• 1..1£+.1 • .1.S11E-.1 '.62'''E-'1 •• 3.....E-.2 ....11 ..E+.2
6 '.&111£+" - •• 589~E+88 •• 1...[·.1 '.1388E-'1 '.683g[-'1 •• 62"lE-.2 ........£+.2
7 '.H65£+" - •• 58S15E+88 •• 111I£·.1 '.1137E-'1 '.8271[-'1 '.3726E-'2 •• 38~8E+'2• '.HM." -'.5889£+88 ,.1I11E+.1 •• 1"1..E-'1 '.61'1[-81 •. 6....31-.2 '.37;&[+.2
I •• SII6I:... -'.5883E+II '.lM1£+l1 • .1175E-'1 '.1321£-01 .....331-11 ••36~+'2

1. ••S....... ....5877E+.. ..1.....1 8. 14"'E-'1 '.1171[-'1 '.6524£-11 ••36I6E+'2
U '.A7IE'" ....5873E+.. '.1"'+11 • •121'E"'1 '.'311[-'1 '.431BE-II '.3516E+'2
II ••111.... ....&868E+.. '.1"'+11 •• 1"63E"'1 '.AIIE-'l '.6'711[-11 ••3438E+.2
13 '.I?IE'" ....686..E·.. '.1"'+11 •• 12"BE...1 .......-.1 ....S7IE-II '.33..7E+.2
1" '.I1IR'" ....585gE·.. '.1"'+11 '.1"831"'1 '.&IIlE-'l .......... • ...7E+.2
11 '.NIIE'" ....6856E+•• '.1"'+11 • .12111:...1 ..........1 ........... ..3111E+'2 \0

l' .......... ....AS1E+.. '.1"'+11 •• 15.....1 '.1321[-'1 '.711I[-. '.3111£+'2 -....J

11 •.Rl"'" ....I148E+.. •• 1...+11 •• 12.....1 ....11...1 ......... '.3I4IE+tc
II ........ ....1144£+.. '.1...+11 ..lS1....1 ' ••3?K...l '.711."" '.nT?E+.e
II '.H3IE'" ....II42E... '.1...+11 '.1""'1 ' ••"'-'1 ••&1331.... ....llE.... '.I4I1E'" ....113II... '.1...+11 '.11341"'1 • ....1....1 '.7""" • ....11...
.1 '.14111'" ....113II... '.1...+11 '.13441"'1 • •..,.....1 ••54131-11 ....,....•• • ....1..... ....a.... '.1...+11 '.15411...1 • ..........1 ••7..37E.... '.1'71II'"a '.131II'" ....II3IE... '.1...+11 '.1"''''1 • ....31...1 ......... ........... '.13441'" ....11I'7I... '.1...+11 •• 1.....1 • .........1 '.11371:"" '.al""• '.I3IIE'" ........... '.1...+11 •• 1.....1 • ........1 •• I1I4E.... .......
It '.AT7I'" ......... '.1...+11 ••151t1:...1 • ••1....1 '.?IIK"" .........'.IIS4E'" ....AIIE... '.1...+11 ••1.......1 • .......1 '.011E.... .........• ••111.... ....111.... '.1"'+11 '.11111:"'1 • ........1 ••711IE-II ' ....1...• ••11..... ....111.... '.1...+11 '.I"IIE...I ..1I1&E...1 ......... ........• '.1111I'" ....111..... '.1...+11 '.111II"'1 • .......1 ••7?IC.... '.131."
31 ••11..... ....111.... •• 1...+11 ••1.......1 • ........1 '.'IIC.... ..11'7....
31 ......... ....IIUE... '.1...+11 '.IH7E...I • .......1 '.711I["" ..1I:I1E"
33 '.M7IE'" .......... '.1...+11 ••1....31...1 '.1'7131"'1 '.131III"" •••1....

1: . Jot '.IUX... ....III?E... '.1...+11 ••1......1 • ...1....1 '.?I3IE"" '.1111I'"• ....1.... ........... •• 1...+11 '.14141"'1 '.""''''1 .....371:.... • ••U...• 1·487?I... .......... '.1...+11 '.l'UI...I '.113II"'1 ......... .....,....
,. 37 ':11I'" ....AnI.. '.1...+11 •• 1.......1 ..1'7.......1 .......... '.InIE"

:~" ~. 31 .. ... ...._11... '.1"'+11 '.111''1'''1 ..........1 ......... ........
=

...... .......... ••1=+11 ••1...,....1 • •..,.....1 ••_11"" ..1....
." ~ .. ... ....111II... '.1 +11 ••1......1 '.""''''1 • ••U.== •• II3lE:I'-:"- ... 41 .. ... ....111II... •• 1...+11 •• 1.......1 '.1'7'11I"'1 '.1'7_ '.1'"..~

:g-. ... • ....11... ....111II... '.1...+11 ••1.....1 .........1 '.'1"''''' '.1"""

~~NOT ACNIEUD IN "3 ITIMTICIMI ~ "''3. (6.2. 6a..) ~J f,).(~.2. 66)- '1* LtD UTIMTIOM
"t.:.' • .
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,-.
(tJtoHJUQATE GaADIENT "€THOD

,':r

A(ll Ae 2' A<3l AI'" AIS' Al6' [

ADJUST~.LE PARA"ETERS T T T T T T

TRUE PMA"€TERS ......E+•• l.ee.eE+" 1.1188£+'1 8.5....7[-81 '.7"lE-'1 ' .•I ••E+•• • ...ltE+..

STAAT PMA~TERS '.5"8£+" '.5"'£+" 8.1'''E+'1 '.2.ME+.1 '.3888£+'1 .......E+.l '.1'2"£+07

ITERATION NO.
1 '.12"E+" -'.6'32E+" '.1.HE+.1 - •• 1....5E+.. '.3513£+" -0. 11.K..... ..6....8£+...
2 '.6335£+" -'.SV3t[+•• '.1.ME+.1 '.1'55[-11 '.6232£-'1 '.V588£-'2 1."551SE+.2
3 ••6282£+" -'.S5I22E+" '.1"8[+'1 '.1'5?E-'1 '.68"SE-'l '.2"V6[-'2 ••"3551[+12.. •• &elH+" -'.S888E+" •• 1.ME+.1 '.1836£-'1 •• 5....[-.1 '.3393[-'2 .....33[+.2
5 ....1..8£+•• -'.5'''2[+" '.1"8£+'1 '.2"68£-'1 '.785IE-'1 • ...8UIE-.2 ,.17.2£+.2
Ii '.3314£+" - •.5511E+" '.l.ME+'l '.17"lE-.1 '.6S6SlE-'1 '.Sl362E-'2 '.7236£+81
'1 '.327M'" - •• 5S'''E+88 l.t'ME+'l '.16ME-II '.6762E-'1 1.8131E-12 '.6686E+'1• '.3I61E'" -'.5Se5E+" •• 1.....1 1.1715E-'1 '.II...E-'l I. 87i2E-N '.6578E+ll
I ....... -1.SSt4£+" •• 1.....1 •• 17"?E-el ..&neE-ll '.8435£-11 '.6536[+81

1. '.3114£'" -',S"86£+" •• 1.....1 '.15131£-11 .....3[-.1 '.5114E-N '.63"6£+'1
U .......... -'.5328E+" •• 1.....1 '.18'5£-11 '.1?1H-'1 .....-.. ••1e58E+tU
I. ......... -e.532.E+" ••1.....1 '.1775E-el '.IAR-Il 8."33[-. '.S'15E+.1
13 '.14IIE+II -e.52V2E+.. ..1.....1 •• 177.-el '.1711I-'1 '.711II:-11 '.4ISl2E+'1
14 ••IU.... -e .....71E+.. ..1.....1 •.27••-11 ••1IUE-el ..115.__ '.417SlE+'1 ~

I' •.•u .... -I..... ' ..E+.. ..1.....1 '.2471[-el '.1I11E-I1 ..H'711-11 '.3I21E+'1 ~

II ••IU.... -e.....62£+.. ..1.....1 •• 2...,.-el .....-.1 ......-11 ••318SlE+I1
l'P ••IU.... -e.44Sf(+" ••1.....1 '.241.-11 .....-el ......-- '.:rN1E+.l
II .......+11 -e.18141... •• 1.....1 '.3?tIE-e1 ..13S1E-e1 '.411.__ ....E+.l
II ......... -e.8113E+II ••1.....1 '.311II-11 ••nar-e1 ..3U?E-ea '.1ISIE..1.. • .....+11 -I.m4E... ••1.....1 '.31211-11 ..13711-el '.411___ '.81131"1
'1 '.1111['" -e.88141... ..1.....1 '.3II1E-el '.7...1I-el ••411II-11 '.142""1• •• 1..... -e.11141+11 •• 1.....1 '.371IE-el '.741.-11 .......-- '.1341I"1
13 ••1........ -e...l.... ..1.....1 ••37IIE-Il ' •.,..-el '.3IIIE-ll ••13I?E..1... ••1..... -e...liE... ..1.....1 '.3I3IE-Il '.7II?E-el '.37".-11 '.11411"1• ••1111'" -e...IE+II ••1.....1 '.377"-11 •• '711II-11 ••3TNE-II •• 1......1.. '.1 ... -I....... •• 1.....1 ••37111-el '.7Z34E-el ..3IS4E-II ..1......1
17 ••1171I... -e."IE... ••1.....1 ••37IIE-Il '.71111-el '.34I3E__ •• 1......1.. ••I7I?E-el -e. 1..... ••1.....1 ....1711-11 ,.'73III-el '.11311-11 ..11??E..1• .......-el -1.1..... •• 1.....1 ......-el '.731"-11 '.14III-tI ........• ••..,..-el -e. 1111I... ••1.....1 ......-11 '.737..-el .....1I-tI ••111....
31 '.171"-11 -e.1..... •• 1.....1 ......-11 '.73IIE-el '.I.II-t1 '.7111E'"• ••::=-11 -e.1.,.... •• 1.....1 '.44III-el ..7311I-11 .....-tI ...,......
D •• sr-el -1•...,.-11 •• 1.....1 '.A_-Il '.'N?K-el .....-13 .....1....
34 '.Ha1I-I1 -e.421.-el ••1.....1 ,.II33E-el ••7I'7IE-Il '.Al"-o '.I3I?E'"• '.IIIIE-li -e....I.-I1 ••1.....1 '.1111I-11 ••,...11-11 .......-13 .........
31 ......-11 -1.......-11 •• 1.....1 '.1137I:-11 ••=-11 .....11-13 '.Ia3IE'"37 '.I4IC-Il -I.....-el ••1.....1 '.II3K-Il •• 11-11 '.11111-13 '.1I11E'".., 31 .....-el -I.......-el ••1.....1 '.III1I-el ••1IIX-el -I.I7IR-13 ••1......
31 '.I"PWI-el -e......-el •• 1.....1 ••Il_-el ••1IUE-Il .....-13 '.13111-11... • •..,..-11 -I••ll-e1 ••1.....1 '.51"-11 '.?Rll-11 '.171'7I-13 ,.U7R-Il
41 '._-11 -I.......-el ••1.....1 ••515.-e1 ........-11 '.III?E-13 .....-11... '.III?E-Il -e.4AIE-I1 •• 1.....1 ••'II?E-Il ••?IAI-I1 •••&.-13 .......-11

CCIHUIIIGDtCE HOT lIICHllUO 1M 43 I'TIMTIOMI
tiure~ (o''l'?-a) ~ (1i.2.16).JTOI' -- I'MhKTP UTI""IOfI S-ee-
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101
PEST DESCENT ~ETHOD (0)

AC 1) Ala) A(3) AI" ) ill (5 ) A(& ) E

STABLE PARA"ETERS T T F ,.. ,.. ,..

PARME:TERS e.367g[+ee -e. I ia3?E'+.1 e.lleeE+el 1.5....7[-.1 1.7681E-I1 I. HetE+II e.eeeeE+le

T PARNlETERS 1.81eIE+I' •• 5etIE+el I' .1eleE+.l 1.5....7£-el e.76tlE-e1 1.leeeE+II 1.111)37£+'"

ATlON NO.
1 I. 2627E+ee I. 12,5E+., •• 1...E+'1 1.5....7E-Il 1.7681E-Il '."'8£+" I. 162"E+'"
a - •• 33"II)E+II -'.525"E+88 '.l...E+ll 1.5....?£-ll '.7611£-11 e.eeeeE+" I. 3343E+13
3 l.a..e6E+ee -I. 186..E+.l 1.1HeE+ll 1.5....7E-Il 1.7611E-Il l.eeleE+11 '.1117E+13.. l.alI1)3E+le -I. 1887E+ll 1.1188E.'1 1.5....7E-Il 1.7681E-Il '."',E+ee 1.3236£+'2
Ii I. 223"E+te -•• 1ISNiE +11 l.l.teE+'l 1.5....7E-Il 1.7681£-11 ••••,eE+0, 1.3eSlIl)£+12, I. 2277E+" -I. 1III)..E+I 1 '.l'"E+ll 1.5....7[-11 '.1681£-11 '.Ieetl+ee 1.211)88£+12
7 1.2271E+" -1.lI11)7E+ll '.lI"E+ll e.5....7E-.l '.7&11E-Il •• I.et(+" ,.aga..!+la
I 1.23321+" .... legaE+ll '.lIME+.1 1.5....7E-.l '.7&11E-1II1 ......+" •• a886E+.a
I 1.2318£+" -I. 1111E+ll •• 1.....1 1.5....7E-Il '.?A1E-1II1 I.''''''' '.276..E+12

1. 1.14171+" .... 1115E+81 •• 1.....1 8.5....7£-11 '.?A1E-'1 •• 1'...... '.26'''[+'2
11 '.I3I8E+" -1.11111)£+11 •• 1.....1 ..5....7E-Il '.?A1E-'1 ••1...... '.a..811)£+e2
11 ••14'.... -1.1118£+'1 ••1.....1 •• 5....71-.1 '.?A1E-Il e........ '.2""6E+'2
13 '.1".'" -1.1115[+'1 '.l"'+ts e.5....1I-Il '.7111E-11 e........ ••2383E+e2
1.. .......... -I.1113E+ll •• 1.....1 ..5....11-11 '.?All-11 ......... ..1311E+12
11 ••1.....+" -1.1116£+11 •• 1.....1 1.5....11-11 '.?All-11 ......+" ••11&1£+12
1. •••1.... -1.1117£+11 ••1.....1 ••5....11-11 ' •.,..11-11 ......... ..IU5E+e2
1'7 ••e........ -1.11211+'1 ..1.....1 ••5....11-11 '.""11-11 ......... ••11NE+12
II '.11I7I'" -1.11."1 ••1.....1 '.54"11-11 , •.,..1£-11 ......... '.ll'?!+12
11 '.11III'" -I.uax"l ••1.....1 '.5+'11-11 '.?All-11 ......... ......+.... ....... -I.UIIE..1 '.1"'+'1 • ......'?E-Il '.11111-11 ......... ....D+•
11 '.15131'" -1.11."1 ••1.....1 .......'?E-Il '.11111-11 ......... '.1'-+11• ........ -1.11."1 ••1.....1 • ......11-11 ••11111-11 ......... '.11341+11
13 ........ -I.U."l ••1.....1 • ......11-11 '.11111-11 ......... '.1.31..... ....... -I.U."l ••1.....1 .......'?E-Il ..11111-11 ......... •• 1.....• ' ••111... -I.U."l •• 1.....1 .......11-11 '.1111£-11 ......... ••1.,....• ......... -I.U."l ••1.....1 • ......11-11 '.11111-11 ......... ••1=...
17 '.II4SE'" -I.UM"l ••1.....1 .......11-11 ' •.,..11-11 ......... '.1 ...

II '.111II+11 -I.U34I"1 •• 1.....1 .......11-11 ••?A1E-I1 ......... '.11'71I"........ -1.11...1 ••1.....1 '.I441E-Il ,.11111-11 ......... '.1"'"• ........ -I.um"l ..1.....1 .......11-11 '.11111-11 ......... '.111II'"
31 ......... -1.11."1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.11111-11 ......... '.1111I...
31 ....,..... -I.U."1 •• 1.....1 .......'?E-Il ••7II1E-Il ......... ••1......
33 '.8711£'" -I.U.....1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.71111-11 ......... ••1.......
3<t ....,..... -I.U."1 •• 1.....1 '.144'71-11 '.11111-11 ......... '.14131..• '.11431'" -I.U"'''1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 ••.,..11-11 •.:=... •• 1.......• ....,..... -I.U"""l ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.7111£-11 .. ... ••1.....
J'7 '.I?aE'" -I.U."l ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.71111-11 ......... '.1.11"• ....,..... -I.U..1I..1 ..1.....1 .......11-11 ' •.,..11-11 ......... ••1.11=• .......... -I.U.....1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.'NI11-11 ......... '.1"... • ••1.... -I.um..1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.7II1E-Il ......... ,.1_'-
41 '.auI... -I.Ult "1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 ••7IItl-ll ......... '.11371'-
41 '.II3R'" -I.Ulll..1 ••1.....1 .......11-11 '.71111-11 ......... '.tlt."
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~J) CONJUCIIlTE GRADIENT MTHOD (:::)

I

102

T

All)

t·BL£ PARAP'I£TEIlS

RA~T£RS 0.J67~£+e.

~A~£TERS 0 ••0••£+.8

110M NO.
1 •• 26i!7£+e.
2 -'.3335£+"
3 - •• 332;E+80
4 0.~1~+"
5 ••~u£+"
, 8.367;£+08

I
7 e.367iE+8t

TED ~A~£T£IlS AR£I
1.3I7;88e437E+••

- •• 113'~999S9E+.1
•• 1....e.80eE+.1
'.1445899S93£-'1
'.?II1Ie.J69E-.l
'.tllllee8elE...

- ~TER ESTlMTIOH

A(2)

T

-8. 1237E+81

e.se8e£+8e

e.128SE+80
-8.S268£+e8
-8.5332£+08
-8.1233£+01
-0.1231£+81
-8.1237£+'1
-0.1237£+'1

A(J) A(4) A(5) 1\(6 ) E

F F F F

0.1088£+81 0.5·...7£-81 0.7681£-01 e.e008£+00 0.e0••E+8e

8.1088£+81 0.544"E-81 0.7681£-81 8.0888E+00 0. :1l37[+84

0.1808£+'1 8.5447£-01 0.7681£-'11 0. 800eE+ee 0. 1624£+e4
0.1eeeE+01 0.5"47£-01 e.7601E-01 0. 00ee£+8e 8.3333£+13
e.10eeE+01 0.5447£-01 0.7601E-0l 8.e00eE·e0 e.3323£+e3
8.1ee0E+01 '1.5447£-01 e.7681E-81 0. 800eE"'8e 8.4878E+80
0.1e80E+81 e.5447£-01 0.7601E-81 8.eee0E+" e.6819E-01
8.10'BE+'1 8.5447£-01 '.7601£-01 0.0808E." 8. 115S£-0S
e.l.ME·.l 8.S4"7£-el 8.7681£-81 0. 88.1E+8. '.78'6£-10

-2

cI
l

I

2 -



l">-
(0)~EEP£ST DESCENT ~ETHOD.... '.

A(l) AC2 ) Al]) Al ... ) A(5 ) A(6) E
ADJUSTABLE PA~~ETE~S T T T T T T

TRUE PARMETERS 0. 3679£+88 -8.1237E+01 8. 188eE+01 0.5......7E-81 8.7681E-81 0. 88eeE+ee 8.eee8E+80

START P~~TERS '."88£+08 •. Set8E+ee 8.1'88E+81 0.2888£+81 ••3888E+81 8 ....ee8E+.1 0.1810E+08

ITERATIOH NO.
1 •• 9708E+88 -'.9737E+18 8. 1888E+tl -8. 15"3E+8. 8. 1767E+ee -8. 1526E+88 '.928SE+8'"
2 8.9388£+ee -'.9"'31E+88 8.1"'E+tl -8.31"'IE-81 -t.88'SE-.a -8. 822...E-'1 8. 3193E+8'"
3 '.8626£+88 -8.9817E+" 8.1et8E+'1 -'.9639E-82 8. 36"'8E-81 -8. 1682E-'1 •. 1781E+....
... •• 8596E+tt - •• 9818E+" •. let8E+'1 8.173~-81 8. 2886E-81 -8.1"'96E-81 8 . 1664E+8'"
5 8.81"'8[+88 -8. 8928E+88 8.1et0E+81 8.1"'82E-'1 '.2261E-'1 -8. 4827E-'2 •• 16...7E·....
6 '.8881JE+" -'.8936£+18 '.1'18£+81 0.2699£-'1 '.2812E-'1 -8.1781£-'1 8. 1621E+....
7 8.7&28£+" -I.8886E+8' '.IHeE••l 0.2666£-81 '.23lJ3E-'1 -8.59"'3[-'2 '.1598E+8'"• '.75131'" -I.8981E+.8 •• ' .....1 0.3239£-11 '.3723E-'1 -0. 178K-'1 •• 1569£+....
I '.744"'" -I. 8989E+et •• " ....1 ..... 162£...' ••3322£-81 -8.13'."" '.IS56E+8'"

II •• 134.... -1.8916£+18 '.'IME+II 0.370?E-1I '.4IS2£-81 -8. 1HIE"" '.'6"'3£+8'"
U '.72'11:+" .... 8931E+0. '.''''+11 0....61 ...E-1I '.3713[-01 -8.1""" '.'528E+8'"
'I •.n ..... ....89...... E+ee ..,....., 8 .... 1... 1E...' '.4451[-'1 -8.111I[-11 '.'513£+04
13 '.11I7I'" ....1968E+8. ..,....., 8.5'97£"" '.4'M-81 -8.'"'''' '.,..96E.8'" 0,.. ......... -'.1988E+•• ..,....., 8....59....' '.40X"'l -......-11 '.'"79E+8''' LV
II ' ••?HI... - •• lJ8a2E+" ..,....., 8.561K"" '.6IIE-Il -'.laNE"'l '.I""E+0'"II .......... ........9£+.. •• 1.....1 •• seel[...1 '.5311E-Il -'.2I41E"'1 ..I.....E+8...
17 '.IAR'" .... IWS[... •• 1.....1 '.61"11"'1 ..........1 -•• ' .....1 ..'..18£.....II •••3t?E... ....113.... •• 1.....1 •.ss~..., '.SUSE...1 ....at7.....1 '.1_£+,4
11 '.II5IE'" .... I1HE... •• 1.....1 ••&71.....1 '.5<4"<4£"'1 .... '1....1 '.'311£+'"• '.11311'" ....N3IE... ..,....., .........1 ..... '31...' ....21....' '.'3-tI£+'"a, '.5111E'" ....13171... '.''''+11 '.7331["" ' ••1111...1 .... U.IE..., •• '31.....
U '.SIAI'" .... I3?SI[... ..1.....1 '.&It2E...l '.?tIIE-1i ....ll~...1 •• ,21IE....
13 •.nee... .......71[... •• ' .....1 ••7VIIE...1 • .......1 ....111....1 ..II37E....a.. '.H?Ir'" .... 1&5.... ..,....., '.7'111"'1 '.7&11"'1 ....22NE...1 •• U .......• '.54e4E'" ....11III[... ..,....., '.I7IIE"" '.'NIIE...1 ....II31E...' •• 11......... '.III4E'" ....11I1E... ..'.....1 '.??S2E...1 '."''''1 .........., •• 1.......
rt ......... ....115II... •• 1.....' '.11'11"'1 '.771""" ........... ..1........
II .......... ....111.+11 •• 1.....' '.1331E...l ........1 ...........1 • ....?IE+13
II .....,.... ....1131[..1 ••1.....' '.II34E'" '.I3ot2E...l ....I'733E-t2 •••.,...3• ......... .... 1....' ••1.....' '.1I3IE...1 '.17IIE...1 .........., '.?AIE..3
3' ....3«... .... 'e7IE..l •• ' .....1 '.111iE'" ..........1 .....111.... '.12"'+13
It ....1311... .... 11....1 ••1.....1 ••It1IE...l '.II11E'" ....3I7IE..., ....77IE+13......... .... 11311..' ..,....., '.11t1E... ..........1 ....1.....1 ..33I?E+133-t ••37711... ....11531+1' •• 1.....' ••n?5E...l .........1 .......11-11 '.'113I"3• .._... .... 11711+11 ..,....., ..,...... ........., ..........1 ..11311..3
31 ........ .... 11....' ..,....., ........., .....-11 ..........., ..........
37 ........ .... 11111..1 •• 1.....1 '.II'IE"" ••..,.....1 ....U'7.....1 ..........• ........ .... 11131..1 ••1.....' '.11""'1 '.113II"'1 .........., ....,.....
II ••34e.... .... 11....1 ••1.....' ••13IIE...1 ••1331I...1 ...........1 ............ ..34tII... .... 11....1 ••1.....' ••77'....1 '.113II"'1 ....11311...1 '.IA11'"41 ..~... .... 1....1 ..,....., '.77IIE"" '.11331"'1 .... '..,....1 '.'ae?E'"... ..3-t..11... .... U....l ••1.....1 '.'73'31"'1 '.111'1"'1 .... 'S4II...' .........1

COMuEIIGUtCE NOT ACHIIUD 1M ..3 ITtltflTIOftS
See- fjUI'V (b 2./tJ c) C'vu.-d (6'.2';06).,. - "MN4lTD IITIMTIOM
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6.3. Conclusions and suggestions:

6.3.1. g~~~!~!~~_~:!~:_~!~!~:~~~:

- Analytic explicit solutio~can be derived if the number of independent

observations is equal to or more than the number of unknown parameters.

- In case of noisy observations beter estimates can be obtained by incre

asing the total number of observations used for estimation

- Constant levels of the error criterion function form concentric ellipsoids

whose centre is the true parameter values in the parameter space

- The input signal spectrum has no effect on the shape of the ellipsoids

of the error criterion function; it may affect the steepness of the

ellipsoids due to changes in the signal amplitude.

- If iterative "hill climbing" techniques are used to approach the solution

the steepness of the error criterion ellipsoids can be affected by increasing

the number of independent observations used for estimation and/or increasing

the input signal amplitude level.

- If quadratically convergent methods are applied, the exact minimum is

located in a certain number of iterations. The conjugate gradient methods

perform similarly and they converge in as many iterations as the number

of unknown parameters.

- If the ellipsoids are well conditioned the steepest descent method

converges in a limited number of iterations, but it may have a very slow

convergence and an oscillatory behaviour if the ellipses are very steep

along one direction but not the others.

- More investigations can be done on the input signal parameters which

affects the character of the ellipsoids of the error criterion function.

6.3.2. ~~~9~~~:~!!~_~::~:_~:~!~:!~~~

- Iterative "hill climbing" techniques are used to approach the solution

and the convergence to the minimum is highly dependent on the shape of the

error criterion function in the parameter space.

- The shape of the error criterion function is dependent on the input

signal spectrum as well as the location of the true process parameters

in the parameter space.

- The input signal can be suitably chosen to affect, desirably, the shape

of the error criterion function in the parameter space. Many fruitful

applications and extentions of this investigation should be considered
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in further work.

- The steepest descent method may converge in a limited number of iterations

if the true process parameters are suitably located in the feasible region

of the parameters space. It behaves very poorly in most of the practical

situations.

- No remarkable difference has been detected between the performance of the

conjugate gradient and the modified conjugate gradient methods; they behave

almost similarly in many cases. They are much superior to the steepest descent

method in that they converge fast to the exact minimum from any point in the

neighbourhood of the minimum where the criterion function can be well approx

imated by a quadratic; thus, also in cases of very steep ellipsoids.

- It seems reasonable to suggest an algorithm which starts with the steepest

descent method and switches to the conjugate gradient method once the minimum

is approached or the convergence becomes slow. This is profitable since the

steepest descent is computationaly simpler.

- If the number of the unknown parameters increases, more iterations are

needed for convergence. It is of much importance to mention that the converg

ence in the case of letting all the parameters to be adjustable is better

than the convergence in the case of fixing one of the parameters to its true

value and adjusting the other parameters; this is an intere~ting result

which may be explained in further investigations.
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